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ABSTRACT

Phosphate-doped sodium borosilicate glasses were developed for enamel coatings
to provide corrosion protection for reinforcing steel in concrete. Phosphates have low
solubilities in borosilicate glasses, generally less than about 4 mol%, and are incorporated
mainly as isolated PO43- and P2O74- anions, along with some borophosphate bonds. With
the addition of P2O5, the silicate network is repolymerized and tetrahedral borates are
converted to trigonal borates, because the phosphate anions scavenge sodium ions from
the borosilicate network. The addition of Al2O3 significantly increases the solubility of
P2O5 due to the formation of aluminophosphate species that increases the connectivity of
phosphate sites to the borosilicate glass network. The addition of P2O5 has an
insignificant effect on thermal properties like Tg, Ts and CTE, and chemical durability in
alkaline environments can be improved, particularly for glasses co-doped with alumina.
When the solubility limit is reached, a phase-separated microstructure forms, degrading
the chemical durability of the glass because of the dissolution of a less durable alkali
borate phase. The dissolution rates of glasses in a simulated cement pore water solution
are orders of magnitude slower than in Ca-free solutions with similar pH. In Ca-saturated
solutions, a passivating layer of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) forms on the glass
surface. Phosphate-rich glasses react with the simulated cement pore water to form
crystalline hydroxyapatite (HAp) on the glass surface. Electrochemical tests reveal that
the HAp precipitates that form on the surfaces of intentionally-damaged phosphate-doped
enamel coatings on reinforcing steel suppress corrosion. The enhanced corrosion
protection is retained in chloride-containing pore water, where the development of
hydroxyl-chlorapatites immobilizes the free chloride ions in solution.
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1
SECTION

1. PURPOSE OF THIS DISSERTATION

In the presence of corrosive species, especially chloride ions in concrete,
corrosion of reinforcing steel initiates as a result of depassivation of the protective oxide
coating and could ultimately lead to the collapse of a reinforced structure. Coatings have
been used on reinforcing steel to prevent corrosion, among which epoxy coatings are
dominant in the field. Epoxy coatings act as a barrier layer to protect steel from corrosive
species. When the coating is damaged, however, corrosion occurs at the defect and
proceeds under the coating, leading to detachment of epoxy coatings from the steel.
Enamel coatings possess many desired properties to protect metal from corrosion.
Reinforcing steel coated with enamel coatings corrodes locally at damaged sites due to a
strong glass/metal interface. Enamel coatings hold great promise to protect reinforcing
steel from corrosion. Unfortunately, much less is known for enamel coatings that are
designed for reinforcing steel. The desired properties of enamel coatings can be achieved
by designing the glass composition.
In the present study, phosphate-doped enamel coatings for reinforcing steel were
developed, with the aim of protecting the steel from corrosion, particularly when the
coating is damaged. Phosphate-doped sodium borosilicate glasses were prepared. The
structure and properties of these glasses were studied, particularly the interaction of these
glasses with the simulated cement pore water. The corrosion resistance of reinforcing
steel coated with phosphate-doped enamel coatings in the simulated cement pore water
were evaluated. The coatings were intentionally damaged and chloride ions were added
into the pore water to induce corrosion.

2
2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. BACKGROUND
2.1.1. Reinforcement Corrosion in Concrete Structure. Concrete is a highly
alkaline environment (pH=12.5) due to the soluble hydroxides (Na, K, Ca) in the pore
solution. Reinforcing steel is passivated under such alkaline conditions. In addition, a
well-consolidated and cured concrete cover can minimize the penetration of corrosion
inducing agents, such as chloride, carbon dioxide, moisture, etc. to the surface of the
steel. The corrosion of reinforcing steel is an electrochemical process, summarized in
Figure 2.1. The high electrical resistivity of the concrete can decrease the corrosion rate
by reducing the corrosion current flow from anodic sites to cathodic sites [1]. Therefore,
reinforcing steel remains passivated as long as these desirable conditions are maintained.
Unfortunately, these conditions cannot be maintained in practice and corrosion of
reinforcing steel is often observed. The expansive force generated from the formation of
corrosion oxides and hydroxides at the steel-concrete interface leads to cracking, rust
staining and eventually spalling of the concrete. The reinforcement corrosion is a
significant reliability issue for reinforcement concrete (RC) structures. In 2012, the
Department of Defense (DOD) estimated that corrosion costs the DOD over $22.9 billion
annually [2].

Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of the corrosion of reinforcement steel in concrete as an
electrochemical process [1].
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A number of factors influence the corrosion of steel in concrete, and these can be
summarized into two categories: 1) internal factors, such as cement composition,
impurities in aggregates, admixtures, etc; 2) external factors, such as temperature,
carbonation, chloride ingress, etc. Carbonation and chloride induced corrosion are
commonly observed. Carbon dioxide and other acidic gaseous pollutants (e.g. SO2, NO2)
that penetrate into the rebar level neutralize the Ca(OH)2 in the pore solution and lowers
the pH of the concrete. The drop of pH to certain levels cause loss of passivity of the
steel, leading to commencement of corrosion, as indicated in Table 2.1. Chloride-induced
corrosion of reinforcing steel is one of the major causes of premature degradation of RC
structures. Chloride ions, from either a marine environment or from deicing salt
applications, can compromise the rebar passivity and initiate active corrosion once the
chloride content at the rebar surface reaches a threshold value [3]. Marine and coastal RC
structures are most susceptible to chloride induced corrosion. According to the national
bridge inventory, more than half of the registered bridges in the United States (U.S.) are
made of reinforced concrete, most of which are susceptible to chloride induced corrosion
[4].

Table 2.1. State of reinforcement corrosion at various pH levels [5].
pH of concrete

State of reinforcement corrosion

Below 9.5

Commencement of steel corrosion

At 8.0

Passive film on the steel surface disappears

Below 7

Catastrophic corrosion occurs
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2.1.2. Corrosion Prevention by Protective Coatings. To address the
reinforcement corrosion problem, additional methods of corrosion protection are used.
Coated steel reinforcement particularly has been used widely in many RC structures. The
two most common coated reinforcing elements are epoxy-coated steel and galvanized
steel.
Galvanized reinforcement has been used since the 1930s. The steel is hot dipped
into molten Zn at ~460°C, producing a metallurgically alloyed coating integrally bound
to the steel substrate. The alloy layers are strong, resist mechanical damage, and afford
sacrificial protection to the steel [6]. However, extended protection from the sacrificial
nature of Zn under concentrated Cl- environments is still questionable [7]. In addition,
attention must be paid to avoid electrical contact between galvanized steel and bare steel
within a structure, otherwise an accelerated depletion of zinc will occur due to galvanic
corrosion.
Fusion-bonded, epoxy-coated rebar (ECR) was originally developed during the
1970’s and is commonly used in North America in concrete structures and pavements.
ECR provides exceptional corrosion protection to steel reinforcement by acting as a
physical barrier that separates the steel from the corrosive environment. The coating has
very low permeability to Cl- and is highly chemically resistant in many environments [8].
Despite the excellent corrosion performance of ECR, the effectiveness of the coating is
compromised by the presence of defects, either the naturally occurring holes or thin spots
or defects generated during transportation and handling. Once the coating is damaged,
localized corrosion occurs on the exposed steel and to a similar extent as for uncoated
steel. In most instances, the corrosion proceeds along the bar under the epoxy coating
with subsequent detachment of the coating [9]. Consequently, a great deal of emphasis is
placed on the handling and storage of ECR to minimize abrasion and mechanical damage.
Touch-up repair of damaged areas of the coating is often required on construction sites.
Porcelain enamel coatings often possess an exceptional ability to withstand harsh
environments. They are used for corrosion protection of metal substrates in many
applications, such as ovens, washers, bathtubs, etc. Porcelain enamel is a layer of glass
fused to the metal surface to form a strong bond. The strong adherence of an enamel
coating to the metal substrate has been attributed to the transition zone between metal and
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glass formed by dissolving metal oxide into glass [10]. Enamel coatings are resistant to
abrasion and chemical attacks. In addition, the dielectric properties of an enamel coating
isolate the metal substrate from the corrosive species in the environment.
Much less is known about porcelain enamel coatings for reinforcing steel. Recent
studies conducted at Missouri S & T [11] compared the corrosion resistance of steel rebar
coated with porcelain enamel to that coated with ECR. It was found that enamel coatings
were significantly outperformed by an intact epoxy coating. However, when the epoxy
coatings were damaged, they exhibited significantly degraded corrosion performance due
to the under-film corrosion. Pitting corrosion was initiated at the location of damaged
enamel coating but these pits were locally constrained due to the well-adhered glassy
layers on rebar surface. In addition, enamel coatings modified by the incorporation of
calcium silicate (CS) particles provide enhanced mechanical bonding between the rebar
and the concrete [12].
The properties of an enamel coating are dependent on the glass composition.
When designing the glass, several requirements have to be met in order to develop an
enamel coating with desired properties. First and foremost, the coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) of the glass has to be compatible with that of the substrate metal, so that
no residue tensile stresses are generated within the coating upon cooling or heating. The
CTE of the enamel is often slightly lower (by ~10%) than that of the metal to create
compressive stresses in the enamel. The CTE of the enamel can be modified by changing
the glass composition, e.g. increasing alkali oxide content usually increases the CTE.
Secondly, the adherence of enamel coating, which is essential to the success of
enameling, is dependent on the interfacial reaction between the enamel and the steel.
Cobalt oxide that was intentionally added into enamel coating, sometimes partially
replaced by other transition metal oxides (e.g. Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu), can significantly improve
the adherence to iron and steel [10]. Tostman [13] suggested that the cobalt oxide is
reduced to cobalt metal alloyed with the iron to form a mechanically strong transition
layer. Cooke [14] believed that the interfacial transition layer has components from both
the enamel and iron. The layer was assumed to be rich in iron on the enamel side and rich
in enamel on the iron side, thus improving the adherence of the enamel to the steel. No
theory has been accepted generally as explaining the function of cobalt in enamel
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coatings. Thirdly, the fusibility of the enamel is related to the softening temperature (Ts)
at which the glass starts to soften and flow. The glass has to be designed to have a Ts that
does not exceed the maximum temperature the metal can stand without deformation. In
practice, the firing temperatures of enamels to steel is between 1450 °F-1700 °F and the
firing time is from a few minutes to 15 minutes depending on the metal [10]. Last but not
the least, the chemical stability of enamel coatings is important to the service life. Scrinzi
et al. [15] reported that vitreous enamel coatings on steel have a high resistance to UV
radiation and acidic environments. However, immersion of these coatings in alkaline
solutions revealed the porosity present in the enamel, causing an increase of the surface
roughness and a consequent reduction of gloss. A substantial reduction in the coating
thickness could lead to the loss of the protection properties. The chemical durability can
be improved by glass compositional design, e.g. adding TiO2 into the glass can improve
the acid resistance [16]and adding ZrO2 can improve the alkaline resistance [17].
Therefore, glass compositional design is needed to develop enamel coatings that are
suited to specific applications. In this study, preliminary results showed that steel coated
with phosphate-doped enamel formed precipitates and no rusts were observed during
immersion in simulated cement pore water. These results indicate that these phosphatedoped glasses are promising for corrosion protection of steel.
2.2. INTERACTIONS OF BOROSILICATE GLASS WITH CEMENTITIOUS
MATERIALS
Glass-cement interaction is a key issue in various technologies, including vitrified
nuclear waste glass disposed in a concrete environment [18], glass fiber reinforced
concrete [19] and alkali-resistant enamel coating on reinforcing steel [17]. Hydration of
cement produces pore solutions of high alkalinity (e.g. pH25°=12.4 for saturated
Portlandite solution), due to the presence of soluble sodium and potassium hydroxides,
calcium hydroxide and calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel. Knowledge of the
dissolution mechanisms and reaction rate at the glass/cement interface is essential to
develop a chemically stable glass.
Many studies of the dissolution processes of silicate glasses in aqueous solutions
have yielded two basic mechanisms that account for the initial dissolution rate [20]:I.
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initial ion exchange or interdiffusion; II. hydrolysis of silicate network. The alkali ions in
a silicate glass in water first undergo a hydration reaction (i.e. ion exchange or
interdiffusion) as described in Eq. 1. Water, probably as hydronium ions (H3O+) ions,
undergoes diffusional ion exchange with mobile alkali ions, such as K+ or Na+. As a
consequence, an alkali depleted zone is created at the glass surface (a.k.a. silica-rich
region).
Si-O-M+(glass) + H3O+(solution) → Si-OH(glass) + M+(solution) + H2O

(1)

The silicate-rich zone can dissolve congruently by network hydrolysis reactions, as
described by Eq. 2. The kinetics of network hydrolysis depend on the distribution of local
structural units, their reactivity toward hydrolysis and the chemistry of the solution. In
general, network hydrolysis is more rapid when non-bridging oxygens are present and the
site reactivity follows the trend Q1>Q2>Q3>Q4 [21].
H2O + Si-O-Si ⇌ Si-O-H + Si-OH

(2)

The reversible hydrolysis and condensation reactions (Eq. 2) are critical to the dissolution
behavior of most silicate glasses, attributed to the silica gel layer formed on glass surface
due to recondensation of silica. When the pH of the solution is increased, the solubility of
silica increases, as shown in Figure 2.2 [22].
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Figure 2.2. Change in the solubility of silica with change in pH at 25°C; note also the
greater solubility of amorphous silica (v-silica) over crystalline silica (quartz) [22].

The dominant mechanism for the reaction of an alkali silicate glass in aqueous
solutions depends on silica solubility. Glass dissolution in solutions with pH greater than
9 is driven by the hydrolysis of the silicate network structure; whereas below pH 9, the
silica solubility is lower and therefore ion exchange reactions are dominant.
In addition, the high concentration of Ca in the cement pore water plays an
important role in glass dissolution. Several studies have shown that Ca in solution act as
an inhibitor to alkaline attack of silicate glasses [18, 23-27].An example of the Ca
inhibition effect is shown in Figure 2.3 [26]. The drop in dissolution rate with the
addition of Ca is attributed to the formation of an X-ray amorphous, calcium silicate
hydrate (C-S-H) layer on the glass surface. Generally, the concentration of Ca2+ in the
alkaline solution decreases with immersion time and a Ca-enriched layer forms on glass
surface [23, 26].
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Figure 2 3. Etching depth vs. time for silica slide glass in 100 mL of NaOH solution at
80°C, with and without 0.003 mol CaCl2 addition [26].

The corrosion inhibition effect of Ca is highly dependent on dissolution
conditions including pH, temperature, surface area, Ca concentration, etc. Depierre et al.
[25] reported that Ca inhibits glass dissolution only when the solution pH > 11,
corresponding to the lower limit for the stability of C-S-H phases [25]. Chave et al. [24]
reported that Ca concentration above about 50-100 ppm is required to induce strong
decreases in glass dissolution rates. They also demonstrated that the calcium consumption
is dependent on the amount of hydrated surface layer formed before silica is saturated in
solution and the Ca-silicate passivating layer can form. However, a detrimental effect of
Ca on glass dissolution is also reported in some studies. The extensive formation of C-SH phases leads to a resumption of glass alteration in confined media due to the
consumption of silica from the solution below its saturation level [28, 29]. Therefore, CaSi reactivity dominates the glass dissolution kinetics in alkaline, Ca-containing solutions
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and the effect of Ca is strongly dependent on dissolution conditions and requires an indepth understanding.
The mechanism of Ca-enriched layer formation and its effect on glass dissolution
remain insufficiently understood. Chave et al. [24] proposed that calcium is absorbed and
reacts with the hydrated silica layer on the glass surface. The incorporation of Ca
reconstructs and condenses the silica gel layer and thus strongly enhances its passivating
properties. This proposal is supported by the observation that calcium catalyzes silica gel
condensation [30]. However, competing reactions with Ca, such as the formation of Caphosphate phases, have not been studied. The effect of P2O5 additions on glass
dissolution in cement pore water has not been studied. Since phosphate anions have a
strong affinity for Ca2+ to form calcium phosphate compounds, especially at high pH (e.g.
hydroxylapatite HAp, pKsp at 25 °C = 58.33, [31]), Ca-phosphate species as glass
dissolution products are widely reported, particularly when applied in the study of
bioactive glasses and glass-ceramics where the glass surfaces are converted into HAp to
bond to the bone [32]. Nam and Kim [33] reported using Na2O-CaO-B2O3-SiO2 glasses
to remove phosphate anions from waste solutions. The mechanism is schematically
shown in Figure 2.4. A silica-rich layer is first formed on the glass surface by leaching
Na+ and Ca2+ ions from the glass, and then the Ca2+ and PO43- ions in the solution are
deposited on the silica-rich layer to precipitate hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystals. Therefore,
P2O5 can potentially interrupt the Ca-silicate reactions by scavenging Ca2+ ions from
solution and so may adversely affect the passivating properties of the C-S-H layer in
alkaline solutions. The effect of Ca2+ on dissolution of P2O5-doped sodium borosilicate
glass in cement pore water is needed to understand the inhibition effects of the C-S-H
surface layer and the effect of P2O5 on the glass properties.
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram for the mechanism of phosphate ion removal by
precipitation of hydroxyapatite crystals on borosilicate glass [33].

2.3. STRUCTURE OF PHOSPHATE-DOPED BOROSILICATE GLASS
P2O5 is an important glass-forming oxide. The high field strength of P5+ causes it
to interact strongly with other oxide components in melts. As a consequence, phosphate
speciation has a great influence on the structure and properties of phosphate-doped
glasses.
In phosphate-doped alkali and alkaline earth silicate glasses, phosphate units are
not incorporated into the silicate network, but rather form phosphate-rich regions with
relatively low degrees of connectivity, forming mostly PO43- and P2O74- units [34-36]. P5+
has strong ability to scavenge charge balancing modifier cations (M) from the silicate
network, increasing the degree of silicate polymerization, as described in the reaction in
Eq. 3 [34].
P-O-P + Si-O-M → P-O-M + Si-O-Si

(3)

The repolymerization of the silicate network has been observed in 29Si magic angle
spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) studies of P2O5-doped silicate glasses.
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Dupree et al. reported that the addition of small amounts of P2O5 to alkali disilicate
glasses results in an increase in the Q4 : Q3 ratio, where the superscript here refers to the
number of bridging oxygens on a Si tetrahedron [37].
In phosphate-doped alkali borosilicate glasses, the addition of phosphate changes
the local structure of borate units, in addition to the silicate network. Tetrahedral BO4 and
trigonal BO3 can exist in alkali borosilicate glasses, their ratios depending primarily on
the availability of alkali or alkaline earth cations and the Si/B ratio [38]. Gan et al. [36]
studied phosphorus and boron speciation in P2O5-doped K2O-B2O3-SiO2 glasses. They
used 11B MAS NMR to show that the coordination of B is strongly controlled by the
phosphate concentration, with the relative fraction of BO4 decreasing significantly with
the addition of 3 mol% P2O5 added into the glass. Similarly, Bengisu et al. [39] reported
that the fraction of BO4 units increases at the expense of BO3 units as the P2O5 content
increases in SrTiO3-aluminoborate glass, indicated by Infrared (IR) and Raman spectra.
The structure changes can be summarized by the reaction in Eq. 4:
6BØO22- + P2O5 → 6BØ4- + 2PO43-

(4)

where Ø represents the bridging oxygen and O- represents the nonbridging oxygen. The
anionic trigonal borons (neutralized by modifying cations) convert to tetrahedral borons
with the concomitant formation of anionic orthophosphate sites that scavenge the
modifying cations.
Phosphate species in silicate and borosilicate glass mainly form ortho- and
pyrophosphate anions, however, their relative concentrations depend on the overall
composition of the glass and additional phosphate species may form. Muñoz et al. [40]
studied phosphate speciation in borosilicate glasses by NMR. P2O5 added to RNa2O ∙
B2O3 ∙ KSiO2 (0.5 < R < 2; 0.86 < K < 3) glasses and 31P MAS NMR showed that isolate
PO43- and P2O74- sites form along with P-O-B species (phosphate anions linked to a
borate unit). Figure 2.5 shows examples of the 31P MAS NMR spectra reported by Muñoz
et al. They assigned the three main resonances centered at 15, 3 and -7.5 ppm to PO43-,
P2O74- and P-O-B units, respectively. The relative fraction of the P-O-B groups increased
as the glass basicity decreased and the relative concentration of PO43- and P2O74- anions
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decreased. In glasses with a large basicity index, i.e. a high Na2O content, the formation
of PO43- and P2O74- anions require the scavenging Na+ ions associated with the silicate
network, causing the re-polymerization of the silicate network (Eq. 3). In glasses
containing less Na2O, however, phosphate anions form P-O-B bonds with the borate
groups, with less effect on the silicate sub-network.

Figure 2.5. 31P MAS NMR spectra of borosilicate glasses containing 3 mol% P2O5. The
spectra are organized, from top to down, by increasing values of the glass optical basicity
of the borosilicate glasses [40].

In addition to borophosphate species, aluminophosphate species can occur in
phosphate-doped alkali aluminosilicate glass. Gan and Hess [41] reported AlPO4-like
units in potassium aluminosilicate glasses with K/(K+Al)=0.35. They found that
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phosphate speciation is highly dependent on the K/(K+Al) ratio (K*). In peralkaline melts
(K*=0.75), Raman spectra revealed PO43- and P2O74- anions; in peraluminous melts
(K*=0.35), 31P NMR spectra indicated that P resides in an AlPO4 type environment
outside the tetrahedral aluminosilicate network; in subaluminous melts (K*=0.5), AlPO4
type and KPO3 type are the dominant structural units.
2.4. PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHATE-DOPED BOROSILICATE GLASS
2.4.1. Phosphate Induced Phase Separation in Borosilicate Glass. Phosphatecontaining borosilicate glasses tend to phase separate with increasing P2O5 content. In
these glasses, three major glass-forming oxides contribute sites that might constitute the
network: SiO4, BO4, BO3, PO4. In general, the strong tendency toward phase separation
can be anticipated from the competitive strong field strengths of the glass-formers:
P5+=2.1, Si4+=1.57, B3+=1.63 in BO3, 1.34 in BO4 [42]; P5+ has the highest field strength
and therefore competes most successfully for oxygens. The solubility of P2O5 in
borosilicate glass is generally low. Phosphate content exceeding the solubility can induce
phase separation in glass, which affects the glass properties, particularly chemical
durability. Jantzen et al. [43] reported that concentrations of P2O5 in excess of 2.5-3 wt%
cause crystalline phase separation in borosilicate waste glasses. Phosphate rich phases
form discrete droplets dispersed in amorphous glass matrix. Cozzi et al. reported that the
addition of 3-5 wt% phosphorus induces phase separation in previously homogeneous
borosilicate glasses. The microstructure of these phase separated glasses consist of silicarich droplets dispersed in a lower durability alkali borate-rich phase [44]. Muñoz et al.
found that the phosphate induced phase separation is related to the nature of the
phosphate groups. Crystalline sodium phosphate species dominate the secondary phases
in glasses with large Na2O or SiO2 contents, whereas amorphous phase separation is
observed in glasses with low Na2O content, where the phosphate exists mainly in
borophosphate groups [45].
2.4.2. Effect of P2O5 on the Properties of Homogeneous Borosilicate Glass.
The structural role played by P2O5 depends on the base glass composition. Bengisu et al.
reported that additions of 9 mol% P2O5 to a SrTiO3-aluminoborate glass increased the
chemical durability by over two orders of magnitude due to the replacement of BO3 units
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by BO4 units, but decreased the durability of the SrTiO3-aluminosilicate analog [39].
Ananthanarayanan et al. reported that additions of P2O5 to Ba-Ca-aluminoborosilicate
glasses increased the sealing temperature and decreased the coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE). They observed a more polymerized silicate network due to phosphates
scavenging the modifying cations like Ba2+ and Ca2+ [46]. Toplis et al. found that the
addition of P2O5 to peralkaline aluminosilicate melts increased the melt viscosity,
whereas additions of P2O5 to metaluminous and peraluminous melts decreased melt
viscosity [47]. Muñoz et al. found that the effect of P2O5 on glass transition temperature
(Tg) is related with the type and concentration of phosphate species. They used MAS
NMR to study the phosphate speciation in sodium borosilicate glasses with wide range of
Na2O/B2O3, SiO2/B2O3 ratios. These glasses contain either sodium phosphates (Na3PO4
and Na4P2O7) or borophosphate (P-O-B) groups, or a mixture of each. They found that
when the addition of P2O5 produces less than 38% P-O-B groups relative to the total
phosphate species, Tg increases compared to that base glass; whereas, Tg is decreased
when P-O-B groups are more than 38%, as shown in Figure 2.6 [40].
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Figure 2.6. Temperature difference between the Tg of the borosilicate glasses with and
without 3 mol% P2O5 [40].

2.5. CORROSION RESISTANCE OF ENAMEL COATINGS
The corrosion resistance of enamel coatings have been studied by several
researchers. Conde et al. [48] used electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to
characterize, in a non-destructive way, the surface defects on vitreous enamel induced by
the effects of temperature and chemical attack. They found that the untreated enamel
coating behaves as a barrier layer which isolates the metallic substrate from corrosive
medium. However, samples undergoing cleaning processes at elevated temperature lost
the protective character. The mechanism that controls the corrosion process of the
metallic substrate changes from a diffusion-controlled process during the first moments
of immersion to a charge transfer controlled process after only 24h of immersion in the
test electrolyte. The diffusion-controlled process indicates that the cathodic reaction is the
controlling stage and one of the possible causes of diffusion is the blocking of pores by
the accumulation of corrosion products, which can impede the access of the oxygen to the
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base of pore, or the migration of metallic cations produced in the dissolution reaction of
metallic substrate [48]. Tang et al. [11,49,50] studied the corrosion resistance of enamelcoated reinforcing steel rebar in a number of environments. Three different enamel
coatings were investigated, including a commercial (black) enamel, a calcium silicate
(CS)-modified enamel (50/50 CS/enamel in wt%), a double layer enamel consisted of an
inner pure enamel layer and an outer mixed enamel layer. The corrosion performance of
rebar coated with these enamels and embedded in mortar cylinders were tested in 3.5
wt% NaCl solution. Tang et al. [49] found the corrosion initiated and was rapidly
developed in uncoated and the mixed enamel coated rebar after 27 days of immersion,
whereas the pure enamel and double enamel coated rebar had significantly lower
corrosion current densities and remained in passivity throughout the test period of 173
days. The superior corrosion resistance of pure enamel and double enamel is attributed to
their denser microstructures with isolated pores and a robust metal/coating interface. The
mixed enamel has a porous microstructure with interconnected channels that provide
access of corrosive species to the base metal, leading to corrosion in the same extent to
the uncoated rebar [50].
Enamel coatings can retain high corrosion resistance when the coating remains
intact, but they lose the protective quality when their thickness is significantly reduced or
cracks/defects form which often occur during handling and transportation [15].
Therefore, corrosion protection of steel when the coating is damaged is a vital issue for
new coating development. Studies of composite polymeric coatings reported a selfhealing property by releasing corrosion inhibitors contained in a nanocontainer or capsule
impregnated in the coating. Zheludkevich et al. [51] studied the healing of intentional
defects in hybrid sol-gel films with organic inhibitors coated on aluminium by means of
EIS. They observed an increase in low frequency impedance during immersion in the
corrosive medium in the EIS spectra (Figure 2.7), indicating the suppression of active
corrosion processes and healing of the corroded areas. No studies of “self-healing” of
vitreous enamel coatings have been reported nor have similar protection mechanisms
been discussed to provide corrosion protection for steel when the coating is damaged.
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Figure 2.7. Impedance spectra during immersion in 0.5M NaCl for inhibitor containing
double-layer sol-gel film (a) and undoped single-layer sol-gel film (b) before and after
defect formation [51].

2.6. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Vitreous enamel coatings have great promise for corrosion protection of metal
substrates. Corrosion protection of reinforcing steel requires a coating that is
thermomechanically compatible and chemically stable. Moreover, protection when the
coating is damaged is particularly important for these brittle coatings. These desirable
properties can be achieved by designing glass compositions that offer active corrosion
protection. Preliminary results demonstrated the beneficial effect of phosphate-doped
enamels on corrosion protection. However, the structure and properties of those
phosphate-doped glasses, particularly the interaction of these glasses with cementitious
materials, are not well understood.
In this work, the structure and properties of phosphate-doped sodium borosilicate
glasses and their interaction with cement pore water were studied, with the aim to design
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a good enamel coating that coats the reinforcing steel and protects it from corrosion when
the coating is damaged. Corrosion resistance of enamel coated steel rebar in simulated
cement pore water was characterized by means of electrochemical tests, validating the
glass composition design based on the composition-structure-property relationship.
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ABSTRACT
Glasses were prepared in the composition range xP2O5 - yAl2O3 - (100-x-y) (Na2O
· B2O3 · 2SiO2) mol% (0≤x≤18 and y=0, 3, 6, 12). Phosphate speciation and its influence
on the borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glass network were studied by a combination
of multinuclear (31P, 27Al, 11B, 29Si) MAS NMR and Raman spectroscopy. P2O5 strongly
influences the distribution of metal cations and non-bridging oxygens associated with the
glass networks. In the alumina-free borosilicate glass, ortho- (PO43-) and pyrophosphate
(P2O74-) units are the dominant species at low P2O5 concentrations (x<3 mol%), and
borophosphate species are preferred when x>3 mol%. Non-bridging oxygens and metal
cations are scavenged by phosphate species from the silicate network which
repolymerizes as a result. Borophosphate units are not detected in aluminoborosilicate
glass. 31P and 27Al MAS NMR spectra reveal that instead, aluminophosphate units are
formed in addition to PO43- and P2O74-. The relative fraction of tetrahedral B decreases
significantly with increasing x and y. The increased connectivities between P and the
glass network through P-O-Al linkage are responsible for the greater phosphate solubility
when alumina is added to a borosilicate glass. The composition-property relationships are
most sensitive to the relative fraction of tetrahedral B-sites, especially in the
aluminoborosilicate glasses.
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1. Introduction
In part I of this study, it was shown that the addition of P2O5 to borosilicate and
aluminoborosilicate glasses has significant effects on, thermal properties and chemical
durability, and induces phase separation at higher concentrations. The addition of Al2O3
suppresses phase separation by increasing phosphate solubility. For example,
microscopic phase separation could be detected with the addition of 4 mol% P2O5 to a
25Na2O · 25B2O3 · 50SiO2 (mol%) base glass, whereas microscopic phase separation
was detected only when 12 mol% P2O5 was added to the same glass, now with 12 mol%
Al2O3. The properties of P-doped Na-borosilicate and Na-aluminoborosilicate glasses
depend both on the P-content of the homogeneous glasses as well as the extent of phase
separation in the high phosphate compositions.
The structural role of phosphate in alkali silicate glasses has been extensively
studied with Raman and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [1-3]. Generally,
phosphates dissolve as less polymerized units (PO43- and P2O74-) that are charge
compensated by the alkali ions. The scavenging of alkalis and nonbridging oxygens with
P2O5 incorporation results in the polymerization of the silicate network. Phosphate
additions to borosilicate glasses, however, have been less studied. Gan et al. [4] studied
phosphate speciation in K2O-B2O3-SiO2-P2O5 system using Raman and NMR. They
concluded that phosphate is incorporated as ortho- and pyrophosphate groups, and as
borophosphate units where pyrophosphate are bonded to borate units through P-O-B
linkage. As a result, a significant decrease in the concentration of tetrahedrally
coordinated B (B4) and an increase in the degree of polymerization of the silicate network
were observed [4]. Muñoz et al. [5] examined phosphate speciation in Na2O-B2O3-SiO2P2O5 system and reached similar conclusions to those reported by Gan et al. Moreover,
Muñoz et al. confirmed the formation of P-O-B linkages in the borophosphate units by
31

P-11B transfer of populations under double resonance magic angle spinning (TRAPDOR

MAS) NMR.
In part I of this study, it was shown that Al2O3 can suppress P2O5-induced phase
separation in a Na-borosilicate glass. Similar effects have been observed in many
commercial borosilicate glasses where a small quantity of Al2O3 is included to suppresses
phase separation [6]. Likewise, peraluminous silicate melts have generally greater
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phosphate solubility compared to metaluminous melts, making them better candidates for
nuclear waste glass encapsulation [7]. Studies of P2O5-containing aluminosilicate glasses
[3, 7-12] have shown that phosphate solubility is dependent on the Al/(alkali+alkaline
earth) ratio. NMR and Raman studies on these glasses revealed extensive interactions
between Al and P. Berlinite (AlPO4)-like species were observed in meta- and
peraluminous melts containing high amount of SiO2 [9, 12]. The structural scenario
becomes complicated when B is also present in the system. Phosphate speciation and its
effect on glass structure in aluminoborosilicate glasses has not been well-studied. Rong et
al. [13] reported connectivities of P to both B and Al in aluminoborosilicate glasses based
on TRAPDOR NMR experiments. However, only one host composition was studied and
so a general description of phosphate speciation and solubility was not possible for these
more complex glasses.
In the current study, NMR and Raman spectroscopies are used to analyze the
structural role of phosphate and its influence on borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate
glass networks, using the same glasses described in part I [REF]. A structural model is
developed to explain the composition-structure-property relationships in these glasses,
including the suppression of phosphate-induced phase separation with alumina additions
to a borosilicate glass.
2. Experimental procedures
Figure 1 shows the four series of glasses prepared, with the molar compositions
xP2O5 - yAl2O3 - (100-x-y)(Na2O · B2O3 · 2SiO2) and y=0, 3, 6, 12. The glasses are
labeled as NBS-xP, NBS-3Al-xP, NBS-6Al-xP and NBS-12Al-xP, respectively, with x
representing the mol% P2O5. The details of glass preparation and properties are given in
part I.
Raman spectra were collected using a Renishaw InVia Raman Spectrometer with
a 488 nm Ar+ laser at 20 mW power. The instrument was calibrated using a silicon wafer
reference with a peak at 520 cm-1. The spectra were obtained by two average collections
over 60 s with a 2400 lines/mm grating. A 20x working objective lens was used. The
samples examined were glass monolith polished to a 1 m finish with a diamond
suspension.
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MAS NMR spectra were obtained using Bruker AV-600 spectrometer. 31P MAS
NMR spectra were recorded at a frequency of 242.9 MHz and a spinning rate of 12 kHz.
The applied pulse length was 2 s with 90° to the magnetic field. A 300 s recycle delay
was used. 85% H3PO4 was used as the chemical shift reference. 29Si MAS NMR spectra
were recorded at a frequency of 119.2 MHz and a spinning rate of 12 kHz. The applied
pulse length was 5 s and a 30 s recycle delay was used. Siloxane was used as the
chemical shift reference. To get a good signal to noise ratio, 31P and 29Si NMR spectra
were collected by extended number of scans from 32 to 192 scans for 31P and 1536 to
2880 scans for 29Si. 11B MAS NMR spectra were recorded at a frequency of 192.54 MHz
and a spinning rate of 12 kHz. The applied pulse length was 0.8 s and a 2 s recycle
delay was used. H3BO3 was used as the chemical shift reference. 27Al MAS NMR spectra
were recorded at a frequency of 156.4 MHz and a spinning rate of 12 kHz. The applied
pulse length was 2.5 s and a 3 s recycle delay was used. 1 M Al(NO3)3 was used as the
chemical shift reference.
3. Results

3.1. Raman Spectra
Raman spectra of the glasses from the four series are shown in Figure 2. For the
NBS-xP glasses (Figure 2a), systematic changes in the Raman bands can be observed
with increasing P2O5 content. The base NBS glass has two intense polarized bands at 630
and 1063 cm-1 with a shoulder at 950 cm-1, less intense bands at 574 cm-1, 750 cm-1 and a
broad band from 1300 to 1500 cm-1. With increasing P2O5 content, a new band at 1015
cm-1, and a shoulder at 980 cm-1, emerges and increases in intensity relative to the 574
cm-1 band. The band at 1063 cm-1 shifts to, or is replaced by, a band at 1085 cm-1. The
574 cm-1 band gradually shifts to lower frequency and reaches 559 cm-1 in the NBS-7P
glass. (This glass is visually opalescent as a result of phase separation.) The intensities of
the bands at 630 cm-1 and 750 cm-1 remain nearly constant.
Figure 2b displays the Raman spectra of several Al2O3-bearing, phosphate-free
glasses (NBS-yAl, y=0, 6, 12). The intensity of the band at 630 cm-1 rapidly decreases
with increasing Al2O3 content and disappears from the spectrum of the NBS-12Al glass.
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The high frequency envelop (800-1200 cm-1) is progressively broadened and shifts to
lower frequency with increasing alumina-content.
Figures 2c-e show the Raman spectra of the three series of P2O5-doped
aluminoborosilicate glasses. In the Raman spectra of the NBS-3Al-xP (x=0, 1.5, 3, 5)
series, the addition of P2O5 produces similar changes seen in the spectra of the NBS-xP
glasses (Figure 2a), except that the 1085 cm-1 band does not appear until the P2O5 content
reaches 5 mol%. A band is present at 980 cm-1 in the spectra from the NBS-6Al-1.5P, -6P
glasses but is absent from the spectra of the NBS-6Al-12P glass and from every spectrum
of the NBS-12Al-xP glasses. The broad envelop centered near 1054 cm-1 become
narrower as P2O5 increases in the NBS-6Al glasses and become a dominant band at 1042
cm-1 with a shoulder at 1200 cm-1 in the spectrum of NBS-6Al-12P. Similarly, only a
dominant band at 1055 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1200 cm-1 appears in the spectra of the
NBS-12Al-12P, -18P glasses.
3.2. 31P MAS NMR Spectra
Figure 3a shows examples of the 31P MAS NMR spectra of the P2O5-doped
borosilicate glasses (NBS-xP, x=1, 4, 7). Three main resonances are present in each of
these spectra, including a weak resonance at 15 ppm, a strong and relative narrow
resonance at 3 ppm and a broad resonance centered near -7 ppm. With increasing P2O5
content, the intensity of the resonances at 15 and 3 ppm decrease whereas that of
resonance at -7 ppm increases.
The 31P MAS NMR spectra from the P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glasses
(NBS-3Al-xP, -6Al-xP and -12Al-xP) are shown in Figure 3b-d, respectively. The spectra
from the NBS-3Al-xP glasses are similar to those from the NBS-xP glasses except that
the high frequency resonance occurs at -4 ppm instead of -7 ppm. Spectra from the NBS6Al-xP and -12Al-xP glasses have substantially broader bands than those from the NBS3Al-xP glasses. Moreover, the resonance at -4 ppm gradually shifts to lower frequency as
more P2O5 is added in each series. For the NBS-6Al-xP glasses with P2O5 < 6 mol%, the
resonance centered near -3 ppm gradually gains intensity at the expense of the peak near
4 ppm. When P2O5 ≥ 6 mol%, the peak near 4 ppm is difficult to resolve. The resonance
at -3 ppm becomes broader and shifts to higher frequency, from -3 ppm in NBS-6Al-1.5P
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to -6.5 ppm in NBS-6Al-12P. For the NBS-12Al-xP glasses with increasing P2O5 content,
the spectra evolve in a similar way as the spectra from the NBS-6Al-xP series. The center
of the broad resonance shifts to -13 ppm when the P2O5 content reaches 12 mol% in the
NBS-12Al-xP series. The large chemical shift distribution of this resonance suggests
more than one type of phosphate unit is present, although it also could be affected by an
increase in the anisotropy of the 31P shielding tensor, as demonstrated by increased
relative intensities of the spinning sidebands [8, 14].
3.3. 27Al MAS NMR Spectra
The 27Al NMR spectra of the P2O5-free glasses (NBS-yAl, y=3, 6, 12) and several
P2O5-bearing glasses (NBS-6Al-xP, 0≤x≤12) are shown in Figure 4a and 4b, respectively.
The 27Al NMR spectra from the NBS-yAl (y=3, 6, 12) glasses all have a peak with a
maximum near 58 ppm and peak widths are similar. The 27Al NMR spectra from the
NBS-6Al-xP series, however, show a gradual shift of the peak maximum to a lower
frequency, from 58 to 50 ppm, with increasing P2O5 content, and the full widths at half
maximum of these peaks become greater compared to the P2O5-free glasses (Figure 5).
3.4. 11B and 29Si MAS NMR Spectra
The 11B MAS NMR spectra of P2O5-bearing borosilicate glasses (NBS-xP) and
P2O5-bearing aluminoborosilicate glasses (e.g. NBS-6Al-xP) are shown in Figure 6a and
6b, respectively. Generally, both spectra contain a narrow peak near 0.8 ppm and a broad
band ranging from 19 to 5 ppm. For the NBS-xP glasses, no significant changes in the
shape of the spectra with increasing P2O5 content are noted, except for the NBS-7P glass
where the broad band drastically increases in relative intensity. For the NBS-6Al-xP
glasses, the chemical shift of each peak does not change, however the relative intensity of
the broad band increases with P2O5 content.
Figure 7 presents the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of NBS, NBS-6Al and NBS-6Al-6P
glasses. The spectrum of the NBS glass shows a broad resonance centered at -89 ppm and
is similar to the spectrum of the NBS-6Al glass. The peak of this broad band shifts to -96
ppm in the spectrum of the NBS-6Al-6P glass.
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4. Discussion
Considering the complexity of glass compositions and different structural units
present in the glass (i.e. silicate, borate and phosphate units), the nomenclature developed
to identify specific units are described here and used in the subsequent discussion.
Silicate units are described using the conventional Qn notation, where n represents the
number of bridging oxygens associated with each Si tetrahedron. Trigonal and tetrahedral
borate species are presented as B3 and B4, respectively. PnmX notation is used to classify
different phosphate species, where n is the number of P-O-P linkages and m is the
number of P-O-X (X=Al or B) linkages per P tetrahedron. For example, P11B represents a
P that is bonded to another P tetrahedron and to a borate unit. The remaining nonbridging oxygens on this tetrahedron are charge balanced by Na-ions. In addition, simple
phosphate anions, like PO43-, P2O74-, will be identified as such. P-O-Si bonds are not
considered since these are only observed in phosphosilicate glasses with high
concentrations of P2O5 [2, 15].
4.1. Spectra assignments
4.1.1. Raman band assignment
Based on a review of the literature, the Raman band assignments used here are
summarized in Table 1. In the Raman spectra of P2O5-doped borosilicate glasses (NBSxP, Figure 2a), the band at 574 cm-1 is attributed to rocking and bending modes of the SiO-Si linkages [16, 17]. The shift to lower frequencies of this band with P2O5 additions is
consistent with the Raman spectra reported for P2O5-doped K2O-B2O3-SiO2 glasses [4]
and indicates an increase in the number of Si-O-Si linkages in the silicate network. The
band at 1063 cm-1 and the shoulder at 950 cm-1 are due to symmetric stretching modes of
non-bridging oxygen in Q3 and Q2 units, respectively. The band at 750 cm-1 is assigned to
vibrations of six-membered borate rings containing both trigonal and tetrahedral boron
[16-19]. The band at 630 cm-1 is assigned to BO4 tetrahedra bonded to silicate species,
similar to the danburite (CaB2Si2O8) structure where Si2O7 and B2O7 pairs are
interconnected in four-membered rings [18]. The assignment is confirmed by the 11B
resonance at 0.8 ppm (shown below) which is in agreement with what is reported for B4
(1B, 3Si) sites in danburite [20]. Bands at 980 and 1015 cm-1 are assigned to PO43- and
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P2O74- units, respectively. These assignments are consistent with the Raman spectra
reported for P2O5-doped K2O-B2O3-SiO2 glasses [4]. The band at 1085 cm-1 is assigned to
P-O-B vibrations associated with P11B units. Such species were reported to have a Raman
band at 1094 cm-1 in P2O5-doped K2O-B2O3-SiO2 glasses [4] and at 1124 cm-1 in
0.35Na2O-0.65[xB2O3-(1-x)P2O5] glasses [21]. The assignment of the 1085 cm-1 peak to
Q3 silicate units is ruled out for two reasons. First, as discussed above, repolymerization
of silicate network would lead to decrease in intensity of 1063 cm-1 but does not shift its
frequency [22]. Second, the intensity of the 1085 cm-1 band increases relative to the 574
cm-1 band. With silicate repolymerization, the relative intensity of the peak associated
with Q3 units should decrease. However, the spectral dominance of peaks associated with
phosphate species (980, 1015 and 1085 cm-1) makes it more difficult to identify changes
in the relative intensity of the 1063 cm-1 band.
For the Al2O3-bearing borosilicate glasses (NBS-yAl, Figure 2b), the loss of
intensity of the 630 cm-1 band indicates that anionic B4 species are converted to neutral
B3 species to release Na+ to charge compensate the AlO4- units that participate in the
aluminosilicate network [23].
For the P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glasses (NBS-yAl-xP, Figures 2c-e), the
band at 1055 cm-1 (1042 cm-1 in the NBS-6Al-12P spectrum), together with the shoulder
at 1200 cm-1, is assigned to vibrations associated with P-O-Al species. The assignment is
based on the similarities with the Raman spectra of xAl2O3-(1-x)NaPO3 glasses [24, 25]
where the high frequency envelop is dominated by a band at 1060 cm-1 and a shoulder at
1200 cm-1. The band at 1065 cm-1 in the spectra of the NBS-3Al-1.5P, -3P glasses could
also be due to similar vibrations as the band at 1055 cm-1.
4.1.2. NMR peak assignments
4.1.2.1 31P NMR assignment
The assignments for the 31P NMR peaks typically rely on comparison to the
spectra of known compounds or glasses. Table 2 summarizes the assignments for NMR
peaks in this study and the chemical shifts of some compounds and structural species,
reported in the literature.
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For the 31P MAS NMR spectra of P2O5-doped borosilicate glasses (NBS-xP,
Figure 3a), the three peaks are consistent with what is reported by Muñoz et al. [5]. They
concluded that the first two resonances at 15 and 3 ppm are associated with ortho- (PO43-)
and pyrophosphate (P2O74-) species, respectively, and the third peak (at -7.5 ppm) is
assigned to borophosphate units (P-O-B). Gan et al. [4] observed two peaks at -0.2 and 10 ppm in P2O5-doped K2O-B2O3-SiO2 glasses. They assigned the latter one P11B units.
Their assignment is based on the fact that the borophosphate chemical shift (-10 ppm) is
more shielded (more negative) than that for pyrophosphate species (0 ppm) and less
shielded than that for metaphosphate species (~-19 ppm) [26, 27]. Muñoz et al. [5] also
provided further evidence for the assignment of the -7.5 ppm to P-O-B bonds by
analyzing the 31P-11B heteronuclear dipolar interactions using the TRAPDOR
experiments. The PO43- and P2O74- peaks at 15 ppm and 3 ppm, respectively, are
associated with Na+ neighbors, as indicated by 31P-23Na TRAPDOR experiments for
P2O5-doped Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses [28].
For the 31P MAS NMR spectra of P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glasses (Figure
3b-d), broad peaks with various chemical shifts ranging from 4 to -13 ppm are present,
making specific peak assignments difficult. Therefore, understanding the relationship
between changes in chemical shifts and the local environment of different phosphate
species is necessary. The 31P chemical shifts of different structural units in phosphates,
aluminophosphate and borophosphate crystals and glasses are summarized in Table 2 and
plotted in Figure 8 [27, 29-32]. The 31P chemical shifts associated with P-O-Si bonds in
silicophosphate compounds are more negative [33] than what was measured here. Several
trends in 31P peak position and intensity are clearly observed in Figure 3 and can be
interpreted with the data summarized in Figure 8. (1) Increasing the number of linkages
between P and another P-, Al- or B- unit (i.e. P2→P3 or P01Al→P02Al) increases the
shielding of the P nucleus and increases the 31P frequency (more negative chemical shift);
(2) Within the same coordination polyhedron, replacing P-O-P with P-O-Al (or B) (i.e.
P2→P02B→P02Al) decreases the shielding of the P nucleus; (3) P-O-Al linkages make the
P nucleus less shielded than do P-O-B linkage (i.e. P04B→P04Al). These trends indicate
that the shielding of a given nucleus decreases with the decreasing ionicity of the bonds
that the nuclei makes with nearest-neighbor O [34]. The electronegativity differences
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Al3+<B3+<P5+ make P-O bonds formed with NNN Al or B more covalent than that with
NNN P [34]. In this study, the chemical shifts of the broad resonance between -3 and -13
ppm fall into the range between the chemical shifts associated with P1 and P2 units and is
consistent with several spectral studies of P2O5-doped aluminosilicate and borosilicate
systems [4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13]. Therefore, the 31P resonances observed in the spectra of P2O5doped aluminoborosilicate glasses (from -4 to -13 ppm) are assigned to P1mX or P0mX. In
addition, the assignment is based on two facts. (1) In glasses with the same amount of
P2O5 (i.e. NBS-6P, -6Al-6P, -12Al-6P), 31P chemical shift shifts to more negative
frequency with increasing Al2O3 level, suggesting that Al is involved in the formation of
phosphate species with more shielded nuclei. (2) In glasses with the same amount of
Al2O3 (i.e. 6Al-xP series), the 31P chemical shift becomes progressively more negative
with increasing P2O5. This indicates that P2O5 is incorporated into the glass as phosphate
species of increasing complexity (i.e. 31P is more shielded possibly by increasing NNN
Al). The correlations between changes in 31P chemical shift and glass composition
(mainly Al2O3 and P2O5 contents) is similar to what was reported for the P2O5-doped
Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses [8, 11]. In borosilicate glasses, however, adding P2O5 below
the solubility limit only increases the relative intensity of the -7.5 ppm peak without
change its frequency [4, 5], indicating no new phosphate species have formed. Toplis et
al. [11] suggested that these phosphate species that are connected with Al contain only a
single PO4 tetrahedron. They observed a resonance centered at -5 ppm in 31P MAS NMR
spectra of yP2O5-xNa2O-(1-x)Al2O3-2SiO2 glasses (1≤x≤0.44, 1≤y≤6 mol%). The twodimensional 31P spin-exchange spectra show no exchange intensity for the resonance at -5
ppm, indicating phosphorus tetrahedra contained within these units are well isolated from
other phosphorus-containing units. Toplis et al. therefore assigned the resonance at -5
ppm to P02Al units where a single phosphate tetrahedron is strongly associated with the
aluminosilicate network, effectively isolated from other P bearing species [11].
Moreover, the resonance centered near -4 ppm and -13 ppm in the present study is close
to P02Al (-5 ppm) and P03Al (-15 ppm) found in Na3-3xAlxPO4 crystals [29] (Table 2, Fig
8.). Therefore, the resonance centered near -4 ppm is assigned to P02Al units and the
resonance at -13 ppm is assigned to P03Al units. Similarly, Schaller et al. assigned the
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peak at -5 ppm to PO4 linked to 1Na and 3Al based on double-resonance MAS NMR
study in sodium aluminosilicate glass [28].
It is noteworthy that the resonance at -4 ppm in the spectrum of the NBS-3Al-3P
glass (Figure 3b) is different from the resonance at -7.5 ppm in the spectrum of the NBS3P glass, since the latter is associated with P-O-B bonds. In addition, the relative area
under this peak is significantly different (50 % for -4 ppm in NBS-3Al-3P vs. 31 % for 7.5 ppm in NBS-3P [5]) even though both glasses have the same nominal amount of
P2O5. Moreover, the Raman spectra of NBS-3Al-1.5P and -3Al-3P glasses (Figure 2c)
contain a vibration band at 1065 cm-1 whereas NBS-xP glasses have a band at 1085 cm-1
(Figure 2a). The more negative chemical shift associated with the NBS-3P peak (-7.5
ppm) compared to the NBS-3Al-3P peak (-4 ppm) is consistent with the fact that P-O-B
increases the shielding of 31P compared to P-O-Al. Therefore, it is likely that in glasses
with low levels of Al2O3 (y≤3 mol%), P-O-Al species initially form when P2O5 is first
added. When more P2O5 is added, P-O-B species then form to accommodate the
additional P.
The most significant difference in the interpretation of the NMR and Raman
spectra is the assignment of the band at 980 cm-1 in Raman spectra from the NBS-3Al-xP
and NBS-6Al-xP glasses to PO43- species whereas the 31P NMR spectra from the same
glasses do not show detectable signal from corresponding resonance. The reason is that P
has such a high scattering coefficient that even a small concentration of phosphate results
in a very intense Raman band [2]. This effect is particularly important if all the oxygens
in the tetrahedra are nonbridging (e.g. Q0 in silicate glasses [16]). Similar result is
reported in Na2O-SiO2, K2O-B2O3-SiO2 and K2O-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses doped with low
P2O5 contents [2, 4, 9]. Hence, we conclude that orthophosphate species are present in
these glasses even though their concentrations are quite low.
4.1.2.2 27Al NMR assignment
The 31P MAS NMR indicate that alumina affects the solubility of phosphates in
borosilicate glasses through the formation of aluminophosphate species and this is
confirmed by the 27Al MAS NMR data. The 27Al NMR peak (58 ppm, Figure 4a) falls in
the range typical for the tetrahedral coordination, as suggested by studies of
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aluminosilicate glasses [35, 36] and zeolites [37]. Therefore, the 27Al in the NBS-yAl
glasses corresponds to tetrahedral Al connected to four Si tetrahedral. Berlinite
(crystalline AlPO4, with only P-O-Al bonds) has a 27Al peak maximum at ~41 ppm
(shown in Figure 4b). In the spectra of the NBS-6Al-xP glasses, the systematic decrease
in the chemical shift of the 27Al peak maximum with increasing P2O5 content indicates a
systematic substitution of phosphate units for silicate units as the NNN of the tetrahedral
Al sites. These compositionally dependent changes in the 27Al chemical shift are
consistent with those observed for P2O5-doped Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses [8]. In addition,
the increased 27Al NMR line broadening with increasing P2O5 content for the NBS-6AlxP glasses (Figure 5) indicates greater distortion of the electric field gradient surrounding
the 27Al nuclei, presumably because of the substitution of P-O-Al bonds for Si-O-Al
bonds leading to substantial second-order quadrupolar line broadening.
4.1.2.3 11B and 29Si NMR assignments
The 11B chemical shift (Figure 6) for tetrahedral sites in the present glasses, near
0.8 ppm, agrees well with the value of 0.7 ppm reported for B4(1B,3Si) sites in danburite
(CaB2Si2O8) [20]; this assignment supports the assignment of the Raman peak at 630 cm1

(Figure 2a) to similar species. The broad 11B band ranging from 19 to 5 ppm

corresponds to trigonal borate (B3) sites in ring and non-ring groups [38]. The fraction of
B4 sites (N4) in three series of glasses are plotted as a function of P2O5 contents in Figure
9a, where it is shown that N4 generally decreases with increasing P2O5 content and that N4
is significantly lower for glasses with similar P2O5 contents and greater Al2O3 contents.
The latter trend is consistent with the decrease in the intensity of the 630 cm-1 Raman
band, assigned to tetrahedral borate sites, with increasing alumina-contents (Figure 2b-e).
The decrease in the N4 with increasing P2O5 and Al2O3 contents indicates that anionic B4
sites are converted into neutral B3 sites to release Na+ to charge compensate the
tetrahedral phosphate and aluminate sites.
For simple silicate compound, the position of the 29Si NMR resonances changes
systematically from about -70 ppm to about -110 ppm as the degree of silicate bonding
increases, from Q0 to Q4 [39]. Thus, the increase in frequency, from -89 to -96 ppm, of
the 29Si NMR peak of the NBS-6Al-6P glass compared to the P-free NBS and NBS-6Al
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glasses, indicates an increase in the average number of Si-O-Si linkages on the silicate
tetrahedra in the aluminoborosilicate network, a conclusion consistent with that made by
Muñoz et al. [5] in their study of similar glasses. It is worth noting that this scavenging
effect is less in the aluminoborosilicate glasses studied here (a shift of -7 ppm for 6 mol%
P2O5 in NBS-6Al-6P) than for the alumina-free borosilicate glasses (a shift of -17 ppm
for 6 mol% P2O5 in NBS-6P) reported by Muñoz et al. [5]. The increase in the
proportions of Q3 and/or Q4 silicate sites occurs because the sodium ions and their
bridging oxygens are scavenged by the phosphate anions created with the addition of
P2O5. The decrease in frequency of the 574 cm-1 band in the Raman spectra (Figure 2a)
when adding P2O5 to the borosilicate glass is consistent with the repolymerization of the
silicate network [4].
4.2. Incorporation of P2O5 into borosilicate glasses
When P2O5 is added to alkali silicate glass, discrete PO43- and P2O74- species form
outside of the silicate network [1-3]. P2O5 scavenges metal cations and non-bridging
oxygens (NBO), leading to the repolymerization of the silicate network. Similar reactions
were observed for the present phosphate-doped borosilicate glasses. Raman bands
(Figure 2a) that appear at 980 and 1015 cm-1, correspond to PO43- and P2O74- units,
respectively, and these assignments are confirmed by the 31P NMR results (Figure 3a).
The Raman band associated with the Si-O-Si stretch shifts to a lower frequency (from
574 to 559 cm-1) as the P2O5 content increases, suggesting the polymerization of the
silicate network. When P2O5 exceeds about 3 mol%, borophosphate groups (P11B) form
and increase in number at the expense of the PO43- and P2O74- units (Figure 3a).
The incorporation of P2O5 into a borosilicate glass strongly influences the
distribution of non-bridging oxygens and alkali cations among the polyhedral that
constitute the glass network. Network site speciation reactions can be summarized in
terms of the following metal oxide donor (silicate and borate) and metal oxide acceptor
(phosphate) reactions:
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Here, nonbridging oxygens are represented by “O” and bridging oxygens are represented
by “Ø”. It is presumed that alkali ions and nonbridging oxygens are released from the
metal oxide donating silicate and borate sites to the more acidic, metal oxide accepting
phosphate sites. A schematic distribution of network species, based on Equations (1-4)
and the spectroscopic evidence, for the P2O5- doped borosilicate glasses is shown in
Figure 10a. The fractions of silicate and borate species in the P2O5-free base glass are
calculated from the 11B and 29Si NMR spectra using the structural model by Dell and
Bray [40]. The effects of P2O5 additions on the site distributions are postulated based on
the speciation of phosphates (Eqs. 3, 4) and should at this point be considered qualitative.
Phosphate speciation (Eqs. 3, 4) is strongly dependent on the availability of
“excess alkalis”, which are defined as those in excess of what needed to charge balance
the residual borosilicate network (Eqs. 1, 2). Increasing availability of Na2O shifts Eq. 3
to the right side, promoting the formation of isolated phosphate species. When there are
insufficient “excess alkalis”, borophosphate species P11B will form to accommodate
additional P2O5 (Eq. 4).
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4.3. Incorporation of P2O5 into aluminoborosilicate glasses
The 11B and 29Si NMR spectra of the phosphate-free aluminoborosilicate glasses
(Figure 6, 7) indicate that the addition of Al2O3 to the Na-borosilicate glass causes the
redistribution of the alkali ions from the borosilicate network to charge compensate AlØ4, as summarized in Eqs. (5, 6).
0

−

−
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Al4 + Q4

When P2O5 is then added to the aluminoborosilicate glasses, speciation of
phosphate sites is different than it is in the borosilicate glasses. The 31P NMR spectra
indicate the formation of aluminophosphate species (P02Al and P03Al), in addition to PO43and P2O74- units (Figure 3). The 27Al NMR indicates the formation of tetrahedral Al sites
with P-O-Al bonds that replace the Si-O-Al bonds with P2O5 additions (Figure 4). The
formation of aluminophosphate species is also supported by the development of a Raman
band at 1055 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1200 cm-1 (Figure 2d, e). As the Al2O3 content
increases, more P-O-Al linkages replace P-O- Na+ sites (P02Al→P03Al). The aluminate
sites in the Na-aluminoborosilicate glass donate alkali ions and oxygen to P2O5 as
summarized by:
0

−

[𝑂𝑃∅3 ] + 3(𝑁𝑎+ ) [𝐴𝑙∅4 ] = (3𝑁𝑎 + ) [𝑂𝑃 − 3 (Ø − 𝐴𝑙∅3 )]
2

2

P3 + 3Al4

=

3−

2

(7)

P03Al

Figure 10b shows a schematic distribution of network species, based on Equations
(5-7) and the spectroscopic evidence, for the P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glasses.
When P2O5 is initially added to an aluminoborosilicate glass, sodium ions are drawn from
both Q3 and B4 groups to charge balance the P0, P1 (mostly) and P02Al sites as indicated by
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the significant drop in B4 fraction (Figure 9a) and the negative shift of the 29Si NMR
resonance of NBS-6Al-6P relative to NBS (Figure 7). With further additions of P2O5,
aluminophosphate sites (mostly P02Al and P03Al) form and grow at the expense of the P0
and P1 sites. The formation of these aluminophosphate groups consume less metal oxide
compared to P0 and P1 units as shown in Eq. (3, 7), thus releasing Na+ ions and oxygen
back to the borosilicate network, as indicated by the increased B4 fraction in NBS-12Al12P and -12Al-18P (Figure 9a).
In summary, P2O5 is initially incorporated into aluminoborosilicate glass mainly
as aluminophosphate groups, altering the glass network through the redistribution of
alkali cations and NBO. The effect of Al2O3 on increased P2O5 solubility and the
suppression of phase separation is due to the increased connectivity between
aluminosilicate network and phosphates through Si-O-Al-O-P linkages. Double
resonance NMR techniques such as cross-polarization between 31P and 29Si are needed to
confirm the formation of such complexes.
4.4. Phosphate incorporation and phase separation
Phosphate speciation depends on the competing acid-base reactions of P2O5 with
Na+, Al- and B- units and the likelihood of a particular reaction may be predicted from
the relative electronegativity of the components involved (Table 3 [41]). Na is the most
electropositive element and will be most likely to donate oxygens to the more
electronegative cations, in particular to acidic P2O5 to form highly charged, isolated
phosphate species (PO43- and P2O74-). By the same token, Na2O donates oxygen (and
charge compensating Na+ ions) to form B. When “excess alkali” is not enough, P-O-Al or
P-O-B would occur. Due to the less electronegativity of Al, P-O-Al is stabilized by the
ionicity of the bonds and therefore is energetically favored over P-O-B bonds. Based on
difference in electronegativity, the likelihood of phosphate linkage is proposed as
Na+ -O-P > Al-O-P > B-O-P ≈ Si-O-P
This provides a possible explanation why phosphates preferentially bond to AlO4- groups
even though Al2O3 is a minor component in the glasses studied here. Another reason is
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the similarity between P-O-Al and Si-O-Si bonds. Berlinite crystal (AlPO4) has SiO2-like
structure, where AlO4- are neutralized by the excess charge of the PO4 group. The
distance of P-O-Al is identical with that of Si-O-Si. The P-O-Al groups thus fits well in
the silicate network [42]. Therefore, alumina substantially stabilizes the phosphates in the
glass by bridging P to Si and increasing phosphates connectivities to silicate network.
4.5. Structure-property relationships
Given the understanding of the structural role of P2O5 in borosilicate and
aluminoborosilicate glasses and the influence of composition on network structure
described above, the relationships between composition and properties described in part I
are discussed here.
Consider the effect of composition on the glass transition temperature (Tg) shown
in Figure 9b, Tg is strongly influenced by the average number of network constraints per
atom [43, 44] and so is sensitive to the degree of network connectivity [45]. Increasing
the fraction of NBOs in the silicate network generally decreases Tg, whereas converting
planar trigonal boron to more rigidly bonded, tetrahedral boron increases Tg [45].
For borosilicate glasses (NBS), the initial addition of 1 mol% P2O5 increases Tg,
but further additions produces a gradual decrease in Tg until glass phase separates. This
demonstrates the dual effects of P2O5 on Tg as observed by other researchers [46, 47].
The initial positive effect is due to the increased polymerization of silicate network and
this effect would be much stronger in P2O5-doped glasses with higher concentration of
alkali or alkaline earth cations. In these glasses, a great fraction of metal cations charge
compensating the NBOs in the silicate network are scavenged by phosphate species,
resulting in a highly repolymerized silicate network [48, 49]. Similar positive effect has
also been observed in glasses where B3 units with two NBOs were converted into anionic
B4 by phosphates scavenging metal cations [46]. In both scenarios, phosphorus generally
form ortho- and /or pyrophosphates charge compensated by metal cations, isolated from
the glass network. With further addition of P2O5, it promotes the formation of P-O-B
species and in the meantime N4 starts to show appreciable decrease. Apparently, the
decrease in N4 starts to dominant the overall network connectivity, leading to a less
connected network and therefore a decrease in Tg, even though not in a significant scale.
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This negative effect is more evident in P2O5-doped glasses with lower amount of metal
cations. In these glasses, the “excess alkalis” are not sufficient to charge compensate the
less polymerized phosphate units (PO43-, P2O74-) and therefore the phosphate is bonded
to borate unit to form borophosphate species (P-O-B bonds) [5, 49]. Muñoz et al. [5]
observed a correlation between changes in Tg and the nature of phosphate speciation.
They measured Tg of the 3 mol% P2O5-doped borosilicate glasses with a wide range
Na2O/B2O3 and SiO2/B2O3 ratios and that of their corresponding parent glasses. The
phosphate speciation observed in these glasses includes ortho-, pyrophosphate and
borophosphate and their relative fraction of the total phosphate species varied with the
glass composition. They observed an increase in Tg compared to the parent glass when
the fraction of P-O-B is less than 38% and a decrease in Tg when P-O-B fraction exceeds
38% [5]. Their findings agree with the result in the present study that Tg decreases as PO-B species increases. In the meantime, Muñoz et al. [50] observed a large phase
separation in glasses where P-O-B is the dominant species [49] , the structure-property
relationship remains valid in homogeneous glasses where small amount of P2O5 (~1
mol%) is present.
For aluminoborosilicate glasses (NBS-6Al, 12Al), addition of P2O5 leads to a
continuous decrease in Tg until glass phase separates. The trend in Tg as a function of
P2O5 content resembles that in N4, implying that the decrease in Tg is resulted from
decreased N4. The effect of Al2O3 on the glass structure is equivalent to that of a glass
with a higher amount of silica and less alkali modifiers, where it removes more “excess
alkalis” and thus prevents the formation of PO43- and or P2O74-. In this case, phosphorus
preferentially bonds to Al to form aluminophosphate species (P-O-Al), similar to P-O-B
bonds in alumina-free glasses. Therefore, formation of P-O-B and P-O-Al species exhibit
same negative effect on Tg by reducing the N4.
5. Conclusion
The phosphates are incorporated in the borosilicate glass as PO43-, P2O74- and
borophosphate (P-O-B) species. “Excess Na+’ is released from silicate network to charge
compensate the phosphate species and as a result, the silicate network is repolymerized.
In the presence of Al2O3, P2O5 addition significantly alters both the silicate and borate
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species by scavenging Na+. When “excess alkalis” is consumed, aluminophosphate
species (P02Al and P03Al) are preferentially formed to stabilize phosphates, leading to
increased phosphate solubility. The composition-property relationship of P2O5-doped
borosilicate glass is a net effect from the repolymerization of silicate network and
decreased tetrahedral boron units. The changes in properties of P2O5-doped
aluminoborosilicate glasses are more sensitive to tetrahedral boron concentration.
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Table 1. Summary of assignments for Raman bands associated with different structural
units in glasses.

Silicate

Raman frequency (cm-1)
in this study
reported in Ref.
574-559
450-600 [10,22,23]
950
950[10,22]
1063
1072[22]

Borate

630

630[24]

750

750~775[22,23]

1300-1500

1300-1500[24,22]

977-987
1015-1021

964[12,17]
1024[10],
1014[12,17]
1094[12], 1124[26]
1060[29,30]

Structural units

Phosphate

1085-1100
1055

Band assignments
bending vibrations of Si-O-Si network
Q2 symmetric stretch
Q3 symmetric stretch
B(4) species bonded to silicate
tetrahedra
six-membered borate rings with one or
two BO4
vibrations of B(3) groups
PO43- symmetric stretch
P2O74- symmetric stretch
vibrations of P-O-B species
vibrations of P-O-Al species
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Table 2. Summary of 31P chemical shifts of different structural units from crystals and
glasses and those in this study. All chemical shifts are relative to 85% H3PO4.
PnmX
1

P
P2
P3
0

P 0Al
P01Al
P02Al
P03Al
P04Al

Na2O-P2O5
glasses [32]

Na3-3xAlxPO4
(x=0 to 0.5)
[34]

this
study

PnmX

K3[BP3O9(OH)3]
crystal [35]

3~4

P01B
P02B

-6.6 ± 1.0
-11.5

1.7 ± 0.2
-23.3 ± 2.3
-36.9 ± 0.8
13.5 ± 0.2
5.5 ± 0.3
-4.2 ± 0.6
-15
-26.3

15
-4
-13

P11B
P21B
P04B

(NaPO3)1-x
(B2O3)x
x=0 to 0.3 [36]

this
study

-11 ± 0.2
-27.9
-29.8

-7.5

Table 3. Electronegativity (X) after Gordy and Orville-Thomas [7].
Electronegativity Na
X
0.9

Al
1.5

Si
1.8

B
2.0

P
2.1
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Clear
Clear & phase separated
Opalescent & amorphous
White opaque & crystalline

Al2O3
70

75

30

25

80

20

85

15
Series IV (NBS-12Al-xP)

90

10
Series III (NBS-6Al-xP)

95

5

Series II (NBS-3Al-xP)

5

10

Series I (NBS-xP)
15
20
25

NBS
(25Na2O 25B2O350SiO2, mol%)

30

P2O5

Figure 1. Glass quality of P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glasses. Dashed lines indicate
levels of Al2O3 in the glass.
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of (a) NBS-xP glasses (x=0, 3, 4, 7*); (b) NBS-yAl glasses
(y=0, 6, 12); (c) NBS-3Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5, 3, 5); (d) NBS-6Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5,
6, 12*); (e) NBS-12Al-xP glasses (x=0, 12, 18*). Opalescent glasses are indicated by *.
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of (a) NBS-xP glasses (x=0, 3, 4, 7*); (b) NBS-yAl glasses
(y=0, 6, 12); (c) NBS-3Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5, 3, 5); (d) NBS-6Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5,
6, 12*); (e) NBS-12Al-xP glasses (x=0, 12, 18*). Opalescent glasses are indicated by *
(cont.).
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(e)

Raman Intensity (a.u.)
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of (a) NBS-xP glasses (x=0, 3, 4, 7*); (b) NBS-yAl glasses
(y=0, 6, 12); (c) NBS-3Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5, 3, 5); (d) NBS-6Al-xP glasses (x=0, 1.5,
6, 12*); (e) NBS-12Al-xP glasses (x=0, 12, 18*). Opalescent glasses are indicated by *
(cont.).
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Figure 3. 31P MAS NMR spectra from (a) NBS-xP glasses (x=1, 4, 7*); (b) NBS-3Al-xP
glasses (x=1.5, 3); (c) NBS-6Al-xP glasses (x=1.5, 3, 6, 12*); (d) NBS-12Al-xP glasses
(x=6, 12). Chemical shifts are relative to 85% H3PO4. Opalescent glasses are indicated by
*.
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Figure 3. 31P MAS NMR spectra from (a) NBS-xP glasses (x=1, 4, 7*); (b) NBS-3Al-xP
glasses (x=1.5, 3); (c) NBS-6Al-xP glasses (x=1.5, 3, 6, 12*); (d) NBS-12Al-xP glasses
(x=6, 12). Chemical shifts are relative to 85% H3PO4. Opalescent glasses are indicated by
* (cont.).
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Figure 4. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of (a) NBS-yAl, y=3, 6, 12; (b) NBS-6Al-xP, x=0, 1.5,
6, 9, 12*. The chemical shift of 27Al in crystalline AlPO4 in included in (b). The chemical
shifts are relative to Al(NO3)3.
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Figure 5. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 27Al resonance peak of NBS-6Al-xP
() as a function of P2O5 content, x (mol%) and NBS-yAl () as a function of Al2O3
content, y (mol%).
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Figure 6. 11B MAS NMR spectra of (a) NBS-xP, x=0, 1, 4, 7*; (b) NBS-6Al-xP, x=0, 3,
6.
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Figure 7. 29Si MAS NMR spectra of NBS, NBS-6Al and NBS-6Al-6P.
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Figure 9. (a) Changes in Fraction of B4 units (N4) and (b) glass transition temperatures as
a function of P2O5 content (x) and in NBS-xP, NBS-6Al-xP and NBS-12Al-xP glasses.
half-solid symbol indicate phase separated glasses. The solid lines are drawn as guides
for the eye.
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b. P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glass

a. P2O5-doped borosilicate glass
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Figure 10. Schematic distribution of different species as a function of P2O5 content in the
glass: (a) in P2O5-doped borosilicate glass, (b) in P2O5-doped aluminoborosilicate glass.
Numbers on y axis only used to indicate the changes in the trend, not real fractions.
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II. EFFECT OF P2O5 IN SODIUM BOROSILICATE AND ALUMINOSILICATE
GLASSES ON PROPERTIES: PHOSPHATE SOLUBILITY, PHASE
SEPARATION, THERMAL PROPERTIES AND CHEMICAL DURABILITY
Xiaoming Cheng, Richard K. Brow
Department of Materials Science & Engineering, Missouri University of Science
& Technology, Straumanis-James Hall, 401 W. 16th St., Rolla, MO, 65409, USA

ABSTRACT
Glasses were prepared in the composition range xP2O5 - yAl2O3 - (100-x-y)
(Na2O · B2O3 · 2SiO2) mol% (0≤x≤18 and y=0, 3, 6, 12) and a number of their properties
were evaluated. It was found that the solubility of phosphate is significantly greater in
alumina-bearing borosilicate glass than in borosilicate glass obtained by traditional
quenching methods. The effects of P2O5 on properties of borosilicate and
aluminoborosilicate glasses are complicated, depending on the base glass composition
and the development of phase separated microstructure. In alumina-free glasses, the
addition of up to 4 mol% P2O5 has little effect on Tg or chemical durability of
homogeneous glasses, but further increases in ‘x’ induce phase separation in the melts
that significantly degrade the chemical durability of the glass. In the aluminoborosilicate
systems, the addition of P2O5 reduces both the Tg and chemical durability of the
homogeneous glasses, and the chemical durability is substantially degraded with the
development of a borate-rich continuous phase at the highest values of ‘x’. The
relationships between structure, composition and properties are discussed in Part II of this
study.
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1. Introduction
P2O5-containing borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses are of considerable
interest in the geological sciences [1], for fiber optics [2], bioglass/bioceramics [3],
nuclear waste devitrification [4], sealing materials [5], and as glass-ceramics [6]. Due to
its high field strength, P5+ strongly interacts with other glass components to induce phase
separation and crystallization [6-9], as well as to modify properties like the glass
transition temperature (Tg) [10-13], the chemical durability in aqueous environments [8,
11, 14, 15], and melt viscosity [16, 17]. The development of undesirable phase separation
and devitrification when P2O5 is added to borosilicate melts limits the levels of some
nuclear wastes that can be safely immobilized in glass[15].
The effects of P2O5 on properties are complicated for both homogeneous and
phase-separated glasses. Bengisu et al. studied the effects of P2O5 additions on the
properties of different glass systems including aluminoborate, aluminosilicate,
borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses [11, 13]. They found that P2O5 played two
roles depending on the composition of the base glass. P2O5 promoted crystallization in
aluminoborate, borosilicate and some aluminoborosilicate glasses, whereas the addition
of P2O5 suppressed crystallization in aluminosilicate and some other aluminoborosilicate
glasses [13]. Bengisu et al. also reported that the addition of 9 mol% P2O5 to a SrTiO3aluminoborate glass increased the chemical durability by over two orders of magnitude,
but decreased the durability of the SiTiO3-aluminosilicate analog [11]. Ananthanarayanan
et.al. studied the effects of P2O5 on the sealing properties of barium calcium
aluminoborosilicate glasses [12]. They found that the modifying cations like Ba2+ and
Ca2+ were associated with phosphate anions and that the silicate network becomes more
polymerized with the addition of P2O5, decreasing the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) and increasing the sealing temperature. Phosphate compounds crystallized from
melts with more than 3 mol% P2O5 [12]. Toplis and Dingwell found that the addition of
P2O5 to peralkaline Na aluminosilicate melts increased melt viscosity, whereas the
addition of P2O5 to metaluminous and peraluminous melts caused a decrease in melt
viscosity [17]. They concluded that P2O5 plays a different structural role, depending on
the composition of the base glass.
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Muñoz et al. used magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MAS NMR) to study phosphate speciation in sodium borosilicate glasses with a wide
range of Na2O/B2O3 and SiO2/B2O3 ratios [18]. For P2O5 additions to glasses with high
Na2O content, ortho- (PO43-) and pyro-phosphate (P2O74-) phases formed, and Tg and the
dilatometric softening temperature, Ts, increased, although the viscosity at temperatures
above 900 ºC was not affected [10]. For glasses with low Na2O content, the sodium ions
charge-compensated tetrahedral borate units and P2O5 was incorporated in borophosphate
units. These glasses were phase separated and the Tg and Ts decreased with increasing
P2O5 content due to the formation of a continuous borate and borophosphate phase of
lower characteristic temperatures. However, the viscosity at high temperature increases
with P2O5 content [10].
In the present study, the properties (part I) and structures (part II) of P2O5-doped
borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses are described, including the effects of Al2O3
on phosphate speciation. The base glass composition (25 Na2O·25B2O3·50SiO2 in mol%)
was chosen because it was reported by Muñoz et al. [18] to have relatively high
phosphate solubility.
2. Experimental
2.1. Glass preparation and characterization
Four series of glasses were prepared with the nominal compositions xP2O5 yAl2O3 - (100-x-y)(Na2O · B2O3 · 2SiO2) mol% and y=0, 3, 6, 12. Compositions are
labeled NBS-xP, NBS-3Al-xP, NBS-6Al-xP and NBS-12Al-xP, respectively, with x
representing the mol% P2O5 and the indicated alumina contents also in mol%. Figure 1
shows the compositions studied, with different symbols indicating those that produced
homogeneous glasses, those that phase separated and those that crystallized (described
below).
All glasses were batched from reagent grade chemicals, including Na2CO3 (98%,
Alfa Aesar), H3BO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar), SiO2 (99.5%, Alfa Aesar), Al2O3 (99%, Alfa
Aesar) and (NaPO3)n (96%, Aldrich). MnO (0.4 mol%) was added to reduce NMR
relaxation times. The raw materials were thoroughly mixed for 1 h on a roller mixer, then
added to a 90:10 Pt:Rh crucible where they were melted for 1 h at temperatures ranging
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from 1200 to 1300 ºC, depending on composition. Melts were quenched on a stainless
steel cylinder mold and the resulting glasses were annealed at appropriate temperatures
for 3 h before cooling to room temperature. Samples were characterized by X-ray
diffraction using a Philips X’pert multipurpose diffractometer with PIXcel detector, with
Cu K radiation. The measurement was in reflection -geometry over the range 6-70°
2 with a step size 0.02° 2.
The glass compositions were determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical
Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Optima 2000 DV ICP-OES). 40 mg of glass particles
(150 m) were digested in 50 ml of 0.17 M KOH solution at 90 °C; digestion time varied
with composition. The solutions were diluted with 1% HNO3 at a dilution factor of 1/10
to prevent precipitation before the ICP-OES analysis. Triplicates were analyzed and the
average values are reported.
2.2. Property measurements
Differential thermal analysis (DTA, Perkin-Elmer DTA-7) was used to measure
the glass transition temperature (Tg). Glass powders (75-150 m) of ~35 mg were heated
in a Pt crucible at 10 °C/min under nitrogen flow and Tg was determined by the onset
method, an uncertainty of ±5°C based on reproducibility of triplicates. The coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE, ) and dilatometric softening temperature, Ts were measured by
dilatometry (Orton, model 1600D) at 10 °C/min in air. The CTE was determined from the
slope of the linear dimensional changes between 100 and 350 °C.
The corrosion rates in an alkaline solution (0.1M KOH, pH=12 at 60°C) were
measured on glass coupons (10 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness) that were
polished to a 1 m diamond slurry and then ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water.
These coupons were dried with ethanol and stored in desiccator before the corrosion test.
Glass coupons were suspended in polypropylene vials containing 50 ml of KOH solution
for up to 4 days. The tests were done at 60 °C to accelerate the corrosion of the more
durable compositions. After different time intervals, 1 ml of the leachate solution was
removed and analyzed by ICP-OES. The normalized weight losses (NL wt loss) are
reported, based on Eq. 1, where ci is the concentration of element i (mg/L), fi is the mass
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fraction of element i in the glass from the analyzed compositions, V is the solution
volume and S is the surface area of the glass.

𝑁𝐿 𝑤𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =

𝑐𝑖 𝑉
𝑓𝑖 𝑆

(1)

The NL wt loss based on boron release, NL(B), was used to compare the dissolution rates
of the different glasses. Samples were tested in triplicate and the average dissolution rate
is reported.
Glass microstructures were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Hitachi S4700), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM, Tecnai F20) and
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, EDAX). The SEM samples were polished to 1 µm
finish with diamond slurry and then slightly etched with 3 vol% HF for 2s to provide
topological contrast. The STEM samples were glass particles about 30 µm in diameter;
thin and sharp edges on these particles were analyzed.
3. Results
3.1. Phosphate solubility, phase separation and crystallization
Table 1 shows that the analyzed compositions of the glasses are similar to the
batched compositions. Figure 1 summarizes the appearance of these glasses plotted based
on the analyzed compositions. Homogeneous glasses are indicated by open circles (),
and half-filled circles () indicate compositions that were x-ray amorphous but visually
opalescent. X-ray amorphous glasses that were visually clear but phase-separated on the
microscopic scale are indicated by circles with lines (). Crystallized samples are
indicated by the stars ().
The progressive addition of P2O5 into the NBS base glass transformed initially
homogeneous glasses to microscopically, then macroscopically phase separated glasses.
The amount of P2O5 that could be added to a base glass without producing macroscopic
phase separation increased with alumina content, from 7 mol% P2O5 in the NBS glass, to
18 mol% P2O5 in the NBS-12Al glass. Regions of microscopic phase separation were
detected at lower P2O5 contents.
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Figure 2 shows the SEM images of HF-etched glasses in NBS-xP and NBS-12AlxP series. Substantial microstructures have developed in the two opalescent glasses
(NBS-7P and NBS-12Al-18P. NBS-7P has a droplet phase that was preferentially etched
by HF during sample preparation. NBS-12Al-18P has a two phase microstructure with
aggregations of spherical particles (50-100 nm) left after etching. Microscopic evidence
for phase separation is apparent in visually clear, x-ray amorphous NBS-4P and NBS12Al-12P. The phase separated regions in NBS-12Al-15P was characterized by STEM
and EDS analysis, as shown in Figure 3. The microstructure here appears to be a dropletlike phase distributed in an amorphous matrix. No evidence for order was detected across
the boundary between the droplet phase and the matrix by FFT analysis (Figure 3b),
indicating that these nano-scale droplets are amorphous. The contrast differences of the
brightfield (BF) and darkfield (DF) images (Figure 3c and 3d, respectively) indicate that
the elements in the droplet phase have a lower average atomic number than the matrix
phase. The EDS results indicate that the droplet phase is richer in O, Si and P, but lower
in Al and Na, than the matrix; B could not be detected.
Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of NBS-9P, NBS-12Al-20P, 22P glasses. The
diffraction peaks in NBS-9P glass, even though with low intensity, can be reasonably
assigned to Na4P2O7. The peaks in NBS-12Al-20P, 22P, are assigned to tridymite. The
NBS-3Al-20P and -6Al-22P melts did not crystallized, but instead separated into two
liquids, with a more viscous layer on top of a denser, lower viscosity liquid. When this
melt was poured, the bottom layer broke through the top layer and was quenched to form
a homogeneous glass. The top layer cooled in the crucible and crystallized to form
tridymite.
3.2. Thermal Properties (Tg, Ts and CTE)
Figure 5a shows the glass transition temperatures (DTA) of the NBS-xP, NBS6Al-xP and NBS-12Al-xP glasses as a function of P2O5 content. P2O5 decreases the Tg of
NBS-6Al and NBS-12Al series. For the NBS-xP glasses, the initial addition of 1 mol%
P2O5 increases Tg, then further additions decreases Tg.
Figure 5b shows examples of the dilatometry data collected on every glass and the
resulting CTEs are given in Table 1: there are no clear compositional trends. Figure 6
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shows the dilatometric softening points, Ts of three series of glasses. The values of Ts
follow the same compositional trends as those found for Tg, except for the Ts of the two
macroscopically phase separated NBS-7P, NBS-6Al-12P samples, which increased
relative to other samples in their respective series. The dilatometric curve for NBS-7P
(Fig 5b) displays a broad region of gradual softening compared to that for the
homogeneous NBS-3P glass. The dilatometric curve of NBS-6Al-12P glass displays two
glass transitions with a higher Tg close to the Ts. The dilatometric curve of visually
opalescent NBS-12Al-18P glass resembles that of a homogeneous glass.
3.3. Chemical Durability
Figure 7 shows the NL wt loss, from Eq. 1, and dissolution rates of the NBS-yAl
glasses in KOH solution at 60 °C. The NL wt loss values for each element at every time
period are the same under these experimental conditions. The glass dissolution is
congruent (that is, the ratios of ions in solution are the same as the elemental ratios in the
initial glasses.). In addition, ion release are linear with respect to time, shown by the
linear fit of NL(B). The dissolution rate (DR) is obtained from the slope of the linear fit
to the boron release data, NL(B) and plotted as a function of Al2O3 content in Figure 7d,
which shows that the addition of Al2O3 significantly decreases DR.
The NL wt loss data for the P2O5-doped borosilicate glasses are shown in Figure
8. Homogeneous glasses NBS-2P and 3P exhibit congruent dissolution and linear
kinetics, except that the wt loss at 24hr exhibits slightly selective leaching of Na, B and
P, relative to Si. Opalescent glass NBS-7P, however, exhibits strong selective leaching of
Na, B and P from the start of dissolution and its wt loss is dramatically greater than the
other glasses, with significant shrinkage of these samples. The decreases in surface area
were accounted for in the calculation of the NL wt losses for these samples. SEM
analyses of the corroded surface of NBS-7P (Figure 10a, b) shows that pits formed during
leaching and the remaining glass consists of small grains.
The NL wt loss data for the NBS-12Al-3P, 6P, 12P and 18P glasses are shown in
Figure 9. Congruent dissolution and linear kinetics were observed for the NBS-12Al-3P
and -4P glasses, whereas NBS-12Al-12P and opalescent glass NBS-12Al-18P exhibits
selective leaching of Na, B and P. For the latter glass, the NL(B) is 60 mg/cm2 and the
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NL(Si) is less than 3 mg/cm2 at the end of dissolution test. The NL wt loss of other
elements increase with time and level off after 72hr. SEM images of NBS-12Al-18P after
corrosion shows a layer on the glass surface (Figure 10c) and the microstructure consists
of small particles (Figure 10d), resembling the microstructure of the polished glass after
light HF etching (Figure 2h). Similar to NBS-7P, the NL(B) rates of NBS-12Al-18P are
significant greater than other glasses.
The dissolution rates (DR) based on B release from the NBS-xP and NBS-12AlxP series are compared in Figure 11. A minimum DR is observed (inset) for the NBS-xP
glass series when x=3 mol% P2O5. The DR of the NBS-12Al-xP glasses increases with
P2O5 addition up to 12 mol%, then increases dramatically for the opalescent NBS-12Al18P glass.
4. Discussion
4.1. P2O5-induced phase separation, crystallization and the effects of Al2O3
It is not surprising that most of spectroscopic studies neglect the effect of
microstructure morphology of the glass owing to the data obtained are basically the sums
of the spectra of the phases present therefore is not sensitive to morphology. It is,
however, very important to studies of properties which are highly dependent upon the
compositions and the morphology of the phases present [19], e.g. the glass transition
temperature [20], electrical conductivity [21], chemical durability [14], etc. Therefore, it
is very important to study the phase separation of the glass before jumping into
examining properties, especially for P2O5-doped systems.
For NBS-xP glasses, the addition of P2O5 induces phase separation when it
reaches its solubility. The microstructure of the opalescent glass (NBS-7P) contains a
droplet phase inside an amorphous one (Figure 2d). Further addition of P2O5 beyond the
onset of phase separation produces white opaque glass NBS-9P and its XRD pattern
shows crystalline Na4P2O7. The XRD results is similar with Muñoz et al.[7] study where
NBS-3P glass was heat treated to enhance phase separation and crystallization. The XRD
pattern of heat treated glass yields SiO2 and Na4P2O7. The absence of SiO2 in NBS-9P
glass is due to so high P2O5 level that almost all the sodium ions are scavenged by the
phosphate units and the glass network could barely remain.
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For NBS-12Al-xP glasses, the addition of P2O5 starts to induce nano-scale phase
separation when x=12 mol% and the glass turns opalescent when x=18 mol%. The phase
separation in NBS-12Al-15P contains amorphous droplet phase distributed in the matrix.
The contrast of the droplet phase in both BF and DF mode indicates the droplet phase
contains atoms with an average lower atomic number that in the matrix phase. The EDS
results shows the droplet phase is rich in O, Si and P. Considering both the contrast and
EDS results, the droplet phase is enriched SiO2. XRD results of glasses with higher P2O5
reveals crystalline tridymite. If the tendency of phase separation and crystallization
persists as more P2O5 is added, it could be assumed that the crystalline tridymite present
in high level-P2O5 glasses is evolved from the amorphous SiO2-rich droplet phase in
lower level-P2O5 glass. In addition, the formation of crystalline tridymite in P2O5-doped
aluminoborosilicate glasses also have been observed in several P2O5-doped borosilicate
or sodium silicate glasses [7, 8, 22]. Three features that these glass systems have in
common are: 1) high silica content ( >60 mol%); 2) low level of P2O5 ( ≤3 mol%); 3) heat
treatment of glasses is required to obtain the crystalline tridymite phase. P2O5 is known to
shift the boundary limit in silicate glasses. Since we observed a similar crystallization
behavior but in glasses with a lower SiO2 content and containing Al2O3 and much higher
level of P2O5 without heat treatment, we can conclude that the effect of P2O5 can be
equivalent to a compositional shift to higher silica content instead of a shift of the
boundary limit. This shift to higher silica content is consistent with the increased
reticulation of the aluminosilicate network through Al-O-P linkages.
In both NBS-xP and NBS-12Al-xP glass series, any phase separation occurs upon
P2O5 reaches its solubility is amorphous. Amorphous phase separation (APS) is defined
as the separation, upon cooling, of a homogeneous melt into two or more liquid phases
(e.g., glass-in-glass phase separation). Glasses that contain significant amounts of two or
more glass formers are likely candidates for phase separation. In the case of glass-in-glass
phase separation in alkali borosilicate undergoes, two domains differing in composition
typically develop. One domain is silica-rich while the other is an alkali-boron enriched
phase. These two glass phases can be distributed in three manners [23].
Type 1: formed by spinodal decomposition. Both phases are continuous and
interconnected.
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Type 2: formed by nucleation and growth. The silica-rich phase occurs as droplets
in a continuous matrix of the alkali-borate phase.
Type 3: formed by nucleation and growth. The alkali-borate phase is dispersed as
droplets in a continuous silica-rich phase.
Multicomponent borosilicate glasses tend to partition in a manner similar to the
alkali borosilicates. The addition of phosphate to borosilicate glasses further increases the
likelihood for phase separation [8]. The phase separation in NBS-12Al-xP series
corresponds to type 2 amorphous separation.
Phase separation can also be crystalline nature, which is known as crystalline
phase separation (CPS). Secondary phase occurring as Droplet-like at the melt
temperature but instantaneously crystallizes during cooling while the matrix phase
remains amorphous [24]. In glasses contain multi glass formers, such as NBS-12Al-xP
series, the strong tendency toward phase separation can be anticipated from the
competitive strong field strength of the glass formers: P5+=2.1, Si4+=1.57, B3+=1.63 in
trigonal units or 1.34 in tetrahedral units. According to Vogel [24], if the difference in the
field strength exceeds 0.3, then the phase separation will be of a crystalline nature rather
than amorphous. Therefore, the high field strength of P5+ makes it the dominant role in
the de-mixing process. PO43- or P2O74- will separate first alone with accompanying charge
balancing cations. Nevertheless, the formation of crystalline phosphate phase only
happens when sufficient metal cations can be extracted from the rest of the glass network
to charge balancing phosphate units, despite the strong field strength of P5+. Muñoz et al.
[7, 18] investigated the phosphate speciation in borosilicate glasses with a wide range of
Na2O/B2O3 and SiO2/B2O3 ratios. A relation was found between the nature of phase
separation and the phosphate speciation. In glasses with high Na2O/B2O3 ratio ( >1),
ortho- or pyrophosphate units are the dominant species and crystalline sodium phosphates
simultaneously forms under cooling; in glasses with low Na2O content, borophosphate
species (P-O-B) is mainly formed and amorphous phase separation is observed. With the
aid of thermal treatment, these low Na2O high SiO2 glasses crystallize into tridymite. In
glasses with moderate Na2O/B2O3 ratio (=1), mixture of both species are present and
amorphous phase separation occurs. Therefore, the ability of phosphorus to form
crystalline species decreases with the decreased amount of available cations. NBS-xP
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glasses in this study falls into the category of moderate Na2O/B2O3 ratio and previous
study on its structure shows a mixture of pyrophosphate and borophosphate species.
Addition of Al2O3 further decreased the amount of sodium ions available to phosphorus
by forming AlO4- charge compensated by sodium ions. Therefore, Al-O-P bonds forms to
accommodate phosphorus, in a similar way as P-O-B bonds form. The tendency of
phosphate to crystallize is largely limited by the lack of available sodium ions and in the
same time being incorporated into the borosilicate network through P-O-B or P-O-Al
linkages.
4.2. Effect of phase separation on glass properties
Due to the phase separation in these P2O5-containing glasses, the compositionproperty relationship is discussed for only homogeneous glasses in part II where glass
structure is examined. The properties of glasses with opalescence or micro-scale phase
separation will be discussed considering the effect of phase separation. The effect of
phase separation on glass properties depends on the chemical compositions of the phases
present and the morphology of the phase separated glass. For example, changes in the
morphology of two phases can alter the glass durability by orders of magnitude.
4.2.1. Thermal properties
Phase separation has almost no effect on glass CTE because the measured CTE is
a volume average of the CTE of two phases present. Whereas, Tg and Ts can be affected
independently by existence of two phases [19]. For example, a phase separated glass
containing two glassy phases may show two glass transitions.
The phase separated glass NBS-7P shows two Tg from DTA result (shown in
Table 1.) with a lower Tg of a less viscous phase and a higher Tg of a more viscous phase.
In the thermal expansion curve, however, a broad region of gradual softening is observed
(Figure 5b) where the higher Tg is not easily detectable. As discussed earlier, both NBS7P and Al2O3-containing phase separated glasses are type 2 phase separation, which is
that silica-rich phase occurs as droplets in a continuous matrix of the alkali-borate phase.
However, the higher Tg can be observed if the more viscous phase is continuous, and if
the immiscibility temperature for the glass lies above the Tg of the more viscous phase
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[19]. The observed two Tg from DTA could be due to the development of two continuous
phases from droplet phase by slow heat treatment at 10 °C/min. The broad softening or
the appreciable higher Tg is possibly attributed to the rising sample temperature passing
the immiscibility limit, thus eliminating the developed connectivity of the more viscous
phase. Adding Al2O3 with P2O5 into the borosilicate glass, the phase separated glass
NBS-6Al-12P clearly shows two Tg from either DTA curve or thermal expansion curve.
Similar with NBS-7P, the observed two Tg is due to the development of two continuous
phases by heat treatment during the test. And in this case, the immiscibility temperature
of the glass is above the Tg of the higher viscosity phase. In terms of Ts, there is a sudden
increase in Ts of NBS-7P and NBS-6Al-12P compared to other glasses in the series
(Figure 6). In phase separated glass, softening of the glass which determines the value of
Ts, is controlled by the more viscous phase if that phase is continuous [19]. Therefore, the
shift of Ts to higher temperature is due to the continuous high temperature phase.
Unlike NBS-7P and NBS-6Al-12P, adding more Al2O3 with P2O5 into the glass,
the phase separated NBS-12Al-18P only shows one Tg in either DTA curve or thermal
expansion curve. The thermal expansion curve closely resembles that of a homogenous
glass (e.g. NBS-3P in Figure 5b) and the Ts decreases following the trend with other
glasses in the NBS-12Al-xP series (Figure 6). This occurs when the more viscous phase
occurs only in droplet [19]. Obviously, the initial droplet phase in NBS-12Al-18P as
quenched is not affected by the heat treatment during the thermal expansion compared to
the other two glasses. It indicates that addition of Al2O3 increases the resistance toward
further phase separation by heat treatment (which transforms droplet phase into
continuous phase). The reason possibly lies in the effect of Al2O3 on the glass structure,
which Al2O3 stabilizes the silica-rich droplet phase by incorporating AlPO4-like species,
and in the meantime increases the immiscibility temperature of the glass.
4.2.2. Chemical durability
The chemical durability of phase separated glasses drastically differs from that of
homogeneous glass and has been shown to have an adverse and unpredictable effect on
durability of nuclear waste borosilicate glasses [25-28]. It is highly dependent on the
composition of the phase and the morphology of the phase separated glass. As discussed
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earlier, a silica-rich phase often phase separates from an alkali-boron enriched domain
and three types of phase separation can occur based on microstructure. The chemical
durability of the glass is governed by the least durable phase if that phase is continuous.
On the other hand, the nature of the phase separation also has impact on durability. C. M.
Jantzen et al. [14] observed that glasses with higher P2O5 contents that underwent
crystalline phase separation (CPS) is more durable than the glasses containing <2.6 wt%
P2O5 that underwent amorphous phase separation (APS). Due to the crystalline nature
and the insignificant effect of the CPS phases on durability, CPS should be treated as a
crystallization rather than phase separation and therefore the APS is more detrimental to
glass durability.
In this study, the phase separated glasses (NBS-7P, NBS-12Al-12P, -18P) have
two characteristics compared to the homogeneous glass in each series. Firstly, the
dissolution exhibit strong selective leaching of Na, P and B under high pH condition.
Despite the limited volume in static test, the Si concentration in the solution is within the
solubility of the Si(OH)4 under such condition (the highest Si concentration measured in
the leached solution is 17 mg/L and Si measured from these phase separated glass is less
than that). Therefore, the possibility of silica gel condensation is ruled out. In fact, the
selective leaching observed here is essentially different than ion-exchange process. For
these phase separated glasses, B, Na removal via hydrolysis of the non-durable borate
phase rather than via ion-exchange regardless of solution pH. Moreover, the selective
leaching under such condition provides another mean to detect phase separation in small
scale. A good example is that selective leaching observed in NBS-12Al-12P indicates
phase separation even though the glass is transparent to naked eye. It is consistent with
SEM/TEM study. It also demonstrates chemical durability is more sensitive to phase
separation. Secondly, the dissolution rates based on B release of phase separated glasses
are orders of magnitude higher than homogeneous glasses. As discussed earlier, the phase
separation is like Type 2 amorphous phase separation, which is silica-rich droplet
dispersed in an alkali-borate continuous matrix. Therefore, the durability is degraded
significantly by the hydrolysis of non-durable alkali-borate matrix. Compared to NBS-7P,
NBS-12Al-18P has almost no Si release, i.e. highest [Si] is only 1 mg/L. The high
resistance of the Si-rich phase resembles that of fused silica. It may be related to the
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effect of co-doping of Al2O3 with P2O5 which repolymerize the silicate network by
removing the NBO and incrementally promote the crystallization of tridymite as
observed in glasses with higher amount of P2O5 (Figure 4). The wt loss of Na and P
levels off because all the Na and P are leached out, corresponding to absence of Na and P
signal in the EDS result. The plateau of B and Al may suggest that some of B and Al are
associated with the Si-rich phase.
5. Summary
The effects of P2O5 on properties of sodium borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate
glasses are complicated, depending on glass composition, amount of P2O5, phase
separation and etc. Due to the high field strength of P5+, P2O5 readily induces phase
separation in borosilicate glass which contain sodium phosphate-rich phase. It is found
that addition of Al2O3 can significantly increase P2O5 solubility in the glass and change
the separated phase from Na4P2O7 to tridymite which possibly contains AlPO4-like phase.
P2O5 tends to play dual role on Tg and chemical durability in borosilicate glass.
Generally, small amount of P2O5 causes an increase in Tg and chemical durability but
further addition of P2O5 leads to continue decrease. In aluminoborosilicate glass, P2O5
has a consistent negative effect on both properties. The P2O5 impact on properties is
strongly related to the phosphate speciation and the changes in Si and B polyhedral.
Meantime, phase separation has tremendous impacts on glass properties. P2O5 induced
amorphous phase separation in borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses, which is
detrimental to chemical durability due to a continuous non-durable alkali borate phase.
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Table 1. Nominal and analyzed compositions of xP2O5-yAl2O3-(100-x-y) (Na2O·B2O3·2SiO2) glasses
Glass

y,

x

Series I: NBS-xP
y=0, x=0
NBS
y=0, x=3
NBS-3P
Series II: NBS-3Al-xP
y=3, x=0
NBS-3Al
y=3, x=3
NBS-3Al-3P
y=3, x=5
NBS-3Al-5P
Series III: NBS-6Al-xP
y=6, x=0
NBS-6Al
y=6, x=1.5
NBS-6Al-1.5P
y=6, x=3
NBS-6Al-3P
y=6, x=6
NBS-6Al-6P
y=6, x=9
NBS-6Al-9P
Series IV: NBS-12Al-xP
y=12, x=0
NBS-12Al
y=12, x=6
NBS-12Al-6P
NBS-12Al-12P y=12, x=12
NBS-12Al-18P y=12, x=17

Nominal (mol%)
Na2O B2O3 SiO2 Al2O3 P2O5

Na2O

Analyzed (mol%)
B2O3
SiO2
Al2O3

P2O5

25.0
24.3

25.0
24.3

50.0
48.4

-

3.0

23.8±0.3 23.8±0.2 52.4±0.4
23.5±1.1 24.0±1.0 49.7±1.9

0.0
0.0

0.0
2.8±0.2

24.3
23.5
23.0

24.3
23.5
23.0

48.5
47.0
46.0

3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
5.0

22.8±0.3 23.2±0.2 52.1±0.3
23.7±0.3 24.2±0.3 46.1±0.2
22.6±0.0 24.5±0.4 44.7±0.5

3.0
2.8±0.0
2.8±0.1

0.0
3.2±0.1
5.4±0.1

23.5
23.1
22.8
22.0
21.0

23.5
23.1
22.8
22.0
21.0

47.0
46.3
45.5
44.0
42.0

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

1.5
3.0
6.0
9.0

22.8±0.1
22.6
22.6±0.1
20.4±0.1
21.3±0.2

23.0±0.2
23.1±0.1
22.7±0.1
21.3±0.2
21.6±0.4

5.9
6.1
6.0±0.1
5.5
5.3±0.6

0.0
1.4
2.9
5.2
9.0±0.1

22.0
20.5
19.0
17.5

22.0
20.5
19.0
17.5

44.0
41.0
38.0
35.0

12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

6.0
12.0
18.0

21.7±0.2
20.8±0.2
20.0±0.1
18.9±0.4

21.9±0.2
45.1
11.2±0.1
0.0
20.8±0.1 40.9±0.1 11.7±0.1 5.8±0.1
19.5±0.2 38.3±0.2
11.2
11.0
18.1±0.0 34.3±0.8 10.8±0.3 17.9±0.2

48.3±0.3
46.8±0.1
45.9±0.1
47.7±0.2
42.8±0.7
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Table 2. Properties of selected P2O5-doped borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses.
* indicate glasses with opalescence.

Glass
NBS
NBS-1P
NBS-2P
NBS-3P
NBS-4P
NBS-7P*

Tg
°C
533
539
535
525
385, 505

Ts
°C
585
584
584
581
578
586


10-6
11.7
11.6
11.7
10.0
11.5
13

DR in KOH
mg/cm2·h
0.121
0.127
0.099
0.125
1.29

NBS-6Al
NBS-6Al-1.5P
NBS-6Al-3P
NBS-6Al-6P
NBS-6Al-9P
NBS-6Al-12P*

538
523
516
484
448
435, 497

583
580
576
560
533
550

11.1
10.9
10.5
11.0
11.6
11.4

0.045
-

NBS-12Al
NBS-12Al-3P
NBS-12Al-6P
NBS-12Al-12P
NBS-12Al-15P
NBS-12Al-18P*

521
512
485
459
441
436

573
572
565
535
518
507

10.7
10.9
10.8
11.1
10.9
10.9

0.026
0.039
0.056
0.118
1.061
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Clear
Clear & phase separated
Opalescent & amorphous
White opaque & crystalline

Al2O3
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30
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80

20
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Series IV (NBS-12Al-xP)
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Series III (NBS-6Al-xP)
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5
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Series I (NBS-xP)
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25

NBS
(25Na2O 25B2O350SiO2, mol%)

30

P2O5

Figure 1. Glass qualities of P2O5-doped borosilicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses.
Dashed lines indicate levels of Al2O3 in the glass. Amorphous and crystalline are defined
by X-ray diffraction. Phase separations are defined by SEM and STEM.
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c. NBS-4P

b. NBS-3P
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h. NBS-12Al-18P*
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1 m

Figure 2. SEM images of selected NBS-xP and NBS-12Al-xP glasses, etched with 3 vol% HF for 2s. NBS-xP glasses (a-d, x=0, 3, 4,
7); NBS-12Al-xP glasses (e-h, x=0, 3, 12, 18). * indicates opalescent glass.
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c. brightfield

d. darkfield
Point 1

P
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e. EDS on Point 1, droplet phase
Element
O (K) Na (K) Al (K) Si (K) P (K)
Atomic % 75
0.2
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11.6
12.4

Figure 3. STEM images of NBS-12Al-15P glass. (a) low magnification; (b) high
magnification image of boundary between droplet and matrix; (c) brightfield image; (d)
darkfield image; (e) EDS results of droplet phase.
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Na4P2O7
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2
Figure 4. XRD patterns of the NBS-12Al-20P, NBS-12Al-22P and NBS-9P glasses.
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Figure 5. a). Glass transition temperature determined using DTA, of NBS-xP, NBS-6AlxP and NBS-12Al-xP glass series as a function of the P2O5 content. Half-solid symbols
indicate phase separated glasses. The lines are drawn as guides for the eye. b).
Dilatometric curves of opalescent glasses indicated with *. Homogeneous glass NBS-3P
is inserted for comparison.
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Figure 5. a). Glass transition temperature determined using DTA, of NBS-xP, NBS-6AlxP and NBS-12Al-xP glass series as a function of the P2O5 content. Half-solid symbols
indicate phase separated glasses. The lines are drawn as guides for the eye. b).
Dilatometric curves of opalescent glasses indicated with *. Homogeneous glass NBS-3P
is inserted for comparison (cont.).
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Figure 6. Dilatometric softening temperature of NBS-xP, NBS-6Al-xP and NBS-12Al-xP
glasses as a function of P2O5 content. Half-solid symbols indicate phase separated
glasses. The lines are drawn as guides for the eye.
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Figure 7. NL wt loss and dissolution rate of NBS-yAl glasses in KOH solution at 60 °C:
a) y=0; b) y=6; c) y=12; d) Dissolution rate (DR). The dashed lines are fittings of NL(B)
(a-c). The solid line is drawn as guide for the eye (d).
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Figure 8. NL wt loss of NBS-xP glasses in KOH solutions at 60 °C: a) x=2; b) x=3; c)
x=4; d) x=7*. The dashed lines are fittings of NL (B). * indicate glasses with
opalescence.
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Figure 9. NL wt loss of NBS-12Al-xP glasses in KOH solution at 60 °C: a) x=3; b) x=6;
c) x=12; d) x=18*. * indicate glass with opalescence. The dashed lines are fitting of NL
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Figure 10. SEM images of corroded surface and microstructure of NBS-7P* (a. at low
magnification; b. at high magnification) and NBS-12Al-18P* (c. at low mag; d. at high
mag along with the EDS results). * indicates glasses with opalescence.
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Figure 11. Dissolution rate of NBS-xP (a) and NBS-12Al-xP (b) glasses. The insets show
the dissolution rate of transparent glasses (open symbols). The half-solid symbol
represents glasses with opalescence.
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III. THE DISSOLUTION BEHAVIOR OF PHOSPHATE-DOPED
BOROSILICATE GLASSES IN SIMULATED CEMENT PORE SOLUTIONS
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ABSTRACT
The dissolution behavior of Na-borosilicate glasses with and without P2O5 in
simulated cement pore fluid at 40 °C was studied. Ca2+ ions in the solution significantly
reduce the glass dissolution rate by forming a passivating calcium silicate hydrate (C-SH) gel layer. When Ca2+ ions are removed, the C-S-H gel re-dissolves into the solution
due to undersaturation, leading to resumption of glass dissolution. For phosphate-doped
borosilicate glass, PO43- units released from the dissolving glass react with Ca2+ ions in
solution to form crystalline hydroxyapatite on the glass surface, but this layer does not
protect the glass from corrosion as well as the C-S-H does. The structure of the C-S-H
layer was characterized by Raman spectroscopy which reveals the presence of silicate
anions which combine to form longer chains upon carbonation by CO2.
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1. Introduction
Borosilicate glasses have found many applications where chemical stability in
alkaline environments is critical. Borosilicate-based enamels have been used to protect
reinforcing steel from corrosion in concrete environments [1-4]. Borosilicate glass fibers
have been used to improve the mechanical properties of cement [5, 6]. Borosilicate
glasses loaded with radioactive wastes have been designed for use in the alkaline
environments of deep geological repositories [7, 8]. Understanding the dissolution
processes and reaction rates at the glass/cement interface is necessary for the design of
chemically durable glasses for these applications.
Cement pore fluid is alkaline with a pH around 12-13 and contains a mixture of
soluble alkalis (K, Na and Ca). However, interactions between glasses and cementitious
materials have not been well understood. The most interesting phenomenon is that Ca2+
ions in the solution significantly retard the glass dissolution processes. Oka et al. reported
inhibition effects of alkaline earth ions including Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba and Zn, among
which Be and Ca were found to be the most effective [9]. Other researchers reported the
inhibition effect of calcium on alkaline attack of pure silica and silicate glasses [9-13].
The inhibition mechanism was believed to be related to the formation of a calcium
silicate hydrate (C-S-H) film on the glass surface by the absorption or deposition of
calcium, therefore retarding the transport of other elements from (or to) the glass surface.
The formation of this film is complex, depending on pH, Ca2+ concentration, temperature,
the surface area-to-volume ratio (SA/V) of the reacting glass, glass composition, etc. A
recent study by S. Depierre et al. proposed four behaviors of Ca-Si reaction based on its
dependence on pH and reaction progress and their influences on the glass dissolution.
They reported that the rate-limiting effect of film formation occurs when the solution pH
is above a threshold value between 10.5 and 11. At high pH and low reaction progress,
the leached Si flow is too low to nucleate C-S-H and Ca penetrates into the outer
alteration layer, the resulting Ca-Si reactivity decreases the initial dissolution rate; at high
reaction progress, the leached Si flow is so high that the extensive precipitation of C-S-H
phase consumes Si in the solution and thereby drives the glass dissolution at the initial
dissolution rate. The detrimental effect of Ca is also reported in studies where they found
that the formation of C-S-H phases leads to a resumption of glass alteration in confined
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media [14, 15]. Therefore, the effect of Ca on glass dissolution and properties of the
protective film is highly dependent on dissolution conditions.
The passivating C-S-H surface layer that forms on silicate glasses exposed to
alkaline solutions is X-ray amorphous and has been characterized by a variety of
techniques [13, 16, 17], although the nature of the layer is still poorly understood. Raman
spectroscopy has been used by cement researchers to study the amorphous (or poorly
crystallized) C-S-H phase in Portland cement [18, 19]. Vibrational spectroscopy (Raman
and IR) is sensitive to local structure, and thus does not require the presence of the longrange periodicity needed for diffraction methods.
There are competing reactions that can occur at the surface of a glass in an
alkaline solution. For example, phosphate anions released from a glass can react with
Ca2+ ions in solution to form calcium phosphate phases at the glass surface. Gauthier et
al. reported that hydroxyapatite (HAp) forms on the surface of a Ca-phosphosilicate glass
dissolved in water at 90 °C [20]. These reactions differ from those involving bioactive
glasses where HAp forms as the result of the release of Ca in the presence of a
phosphate-containing environment [21]. The precipitation of a Ca-P surface layer
strongly influences the glass dissolution kinetics. Gin et al. reported that the glass
dissolution rate is significantly higher in solution enriched with phosphates than in the
solution free of phosphates due to the Ca phosphates precipitated in the outer region of
the alteration film [22]. However, the influences of phosphate on the formation of C-S-H
layers and therefore the Ca inhibition effects have not been studied.
In the present study, the dissolution of a borosilicate glass, with and without P2O5,
in simulated cement pore fluid has been investigated, with particular attention paid to the
inhibition effects of Ca2+ ions in solution on the glass dissolution kinetics. The altered
glass surface is characterized by several techniques, including Raman spectroscopy, used
to study the structure of the C-S-H phase.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Glass composition and preparation
The nominal compositions of the phosphate-free sodium borosilicate glass (NBS)
and the phosphate-containing glass (NBS-3P) are given in Table 1. The glasses were
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batched from reagent grade chemicals including Na2CO3 (98%, Alfa Aesar), H3BO3
(99%, Alfa Aesar), SiO2 (99.5%, Alfa Aesar), and (NaPO3)n (96%, Aldrich). The raw
materials were thoroughly mixed for 1 h on a roller mixer, then added to a 90:10 Pt:Rh
crucible, where they were melted for 1 h at 1200 ºC. Melts were quenched on a stainless
steel plate and the resulting glasses were annealed at 550 °C for 3 h before cooling to
room temperature. The final compositions were determined by Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Optima 2000 DV ICP-OES).
Monolithic glass coupons measuring 10 mm (dia) x 1 mm were cut from glass bars. Both
faces were polished with an automatic polisher (Struers, Tegramin) following grade 220
and diamond pastes (9, 3, and 1 m). Coupons were ultrasonically cleaned in water and
then ethanol. Then they are dried and stored in desiccator before the leaching test.
Triplicates were used for each glass in each condition.
2.2. Dissolution experiments
The dissolution experimental conditions are shown in Table 2. A Ca-saturated
simulated cement pore solution (pH=12, 130 ppm Ca2+ ions) was prepared from a
mixture of reagent grade KOH (85%, Alfa Aesar) and anhydrous CaCl2 (Fisher) with
Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25 °C). The solutions were bubbled with nitrogen for
three hours to remove CO2. Teflon string was used to hang glass coupons in capped
polyethylene bottle containing 125 ml of each solution. The SA/V is about 0.01cm-1. In
the continuous tests, glass coupons were exposed to either pure KOH or the Ca-saturated
simulated cement pore solution (KOH-Ca) for up to 27 days at 40 °C. In the swap test
(KOH-Ca(s)), the glass coupons were initially immersed in the simulated cement pore
solution for 15 days, and then were removed, rinsed in deionized water, and then
immersed in a Ca-free KOH solution with the same pH as in KOH and KOH-Ca
solutions. Coupon samples were removed at the end of the test and examined using
techniques described below. Coupons that were leached for two and five days were
removed for examination as well. The compositions of the dissolution solutions were
measured by removing 1-ml of solution at regular intervals, acidifying and diluting the
solutions with 1 vol% HNO3 (1:10 dilution factor), filtering to 0.45 m before ICP-OES
analysis.
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2.3. Glass surface characterization
Corroded glasses were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
micro-Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The SEM was performed with
a Hitachi S4700 microscope, coupled with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), with
15 and 10 keV accelerating voltages on Au/Pd coated samples. Micro-Raman spectra
were recorded using a Horiba-Jobin Yvon LabRam spectrometer, equipped with a 17
mW He-Ne laser. Spectra were recorded using 10x and 50x objective lens over
wavenumber ranges 200-1300 cm-1 and 3000-4000 cm-1. The exposure time was 10s and
each spectrum was accumulated 10-20 times. X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained
using a Philips X’pert multipurpose diffractometer with PIXcel detector, with Cu K
radiation. The measurement was in reflection -geometry over the range 6-70° 2 with
a step size 0.02° 2.
3. Results
3.1. Glass dissolution in Ca-free and in Ca-containing alkaline solutions
Figure 1 shows the normalized mass loss of the released ions as a function of time
for the NBS and the NBS-3P glasses in the Ca-free KOH solution and the Ca-saturated
KOH solution. Every constituent from both glasses are released at the same rates to the
Ca-free alkaline solution, an indication of congruent dissolution. In addition, the NL mass
losses have a linear dependence on corrosion time. Mass losses from both glasses in the
Ca-saturated solution are less than one-tenth of what is observed in Ca-free solution.
3.2. Glass dissolution in continuous tests and swap tests
Figure 2 shows examples of the normalized mass loss (NL) of different ions
released in the continuous and swap tests. In the continuous test for the NBS glass, the
NL(Na) is greater than NL(B) and NL(Si) for NBS glass, indicating that B and Si are
retained in the corroded glass, relative to Na. Utton et al. reported the formation of
calcium borates precipitates on borosilicate glasses dissolved in saturated Ca(OH)2
solutions with pH=12.5 [7]. After swapping the Ca-containing solution with the Ca-free
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solution (Figure 2b), ion release rates increased and congruent dissolution conditions
were again realized.
The NL(Na) data for NBS and NBS-3P in the continuous (KOH-Ca) and swap
(KOH-Ca(s)) conditions are shown in Figure 3a and b., respectively. The Ca
concentrations in the control solutions are indicated as the dashed lines. The
concentration of Ca in the sample was monitored over the course of the corrosion test and
was plotted below NL(Na) data. The inset shows a close-up view of the Ca
concentrations in the KOH solution after the solution swap.
Under the continuous conditions (Ca-saturated), the NL(Na) for both glasses
remain almost constant after the initial ion release. The final mass losses for NBS and
NBS-3P after 644 hrs in the continuous test are 2 and 5 mg/cm2, respectively. In the swap
conditions, the Na release rates versus time before the solution swap are similar to what
were observed in continuous test. However, the Na release rates from both glasses
increase substantially after the Ca-saturated solution is swapped for the Ca-free solution.
The Na released from the NBS glass after the swap increases almost linearly with time.
The Na released from NBS-3P glass after the swap is initially slow then become faster
with time. The Ca concentrations measured in each solution also varies with time. Under
the continuous conditions, the Ca concentration in the solution with the NBS glass is
relative constant, whereas the Ca concentration decreases with time for the solution in
contact with the NBS-3P glass. After swapping the Ca-saturated solution with the Ca-free
solution, the Ca concentration of the solution in contact with the NBS glass gradually
rises to 2 mg/L at the end of the test, whereas the Ca concentration of the solution in
contact with the NBS-3P glass decreases from about 1.7 mg/L to <0.2 mg/L (insets in
Figure 3).
3.3. Characterization of altered glass surface and reaction products
Figure 4 shows micrographs of the altered surfaces of NBS and NBS-3P glasses
after immersion for 27 days in continuous and swap tests, respectively. Figure 4a shows
that a layer of lathe-like species covers the entire surface of the NBS glass in the
continuous test. EDS reveals that this film is rich in Si and Ca (Au and Pd peaks are from
the SEM sample preparation) (Figure 4c). No reaction film remained on the surfaces of
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glass after the Ca-saturated solution was replaced by the Ca-free solution in the swap
experiments (Figure 4b), and no Ca could be detected on the altered glass surface (Figure
4d), either.
The microstructure of the film on the NBS-3P glass surface after the continuous
test (Figure 4e) resembles that observed on the NBS glass after the same test. The
composition of the film (Figure 4g) reveals a greater Ca/Si ratio to that measured on the
corroded NBS glass (Figure 4c). A much different type of film forms on the NBS-3P
glass surface at the end of the swap test (Figure 4f). EDS analysis show that this phase is
rich in P and Ca (Figure 4h). Figure 5 shows an example of crystals that form on top of
the films which are commonly observed in continuous test for both glasses. These
crystals are rich in Ca and C, and are most likely CaCO3.
Figure 7 shows micrographs of the surfaces of glasses corroded for short time (2
and 5 days) in Ca-saturated KOH solution (KOH-Ca). Films with lathe-like features have
formed on surface of the NBS glass, first as small patches (Figure 6a) then as a
continuous film (Figure 6b). On the surface of the NBS-3P glass, however, grains 1-2 m
in diameter form first and then a continuous film gradually covers the grains beneath it
(Figure 6c, d). Figure 7 shows EDS mapping of the grains formed on the NBS-3P glass
after 5 days in Ca-saturated KOH solution, and indicate that the grains are rich in Ca and
P and low in Na and Si, compared to the underlying glass.
XRD patterns of the altered surfaces of NBS and NBS-3P glasses after 27 days in
Ca-saturated KOH solution (KOH-Ca) are shown in Figure 8a. Two forms of CaCO3,
calcite and vaterite, are detected on the surface of NBS-3P glass, and only calcite was
detected on the surface of NBS glass. The XRD pattern obtained from the NBS-3P glass
after the swap test (KOH-Ca(s)) reveals the presence of crystalline hydroxyapatite
(Figure 8b).
Raman spectra of the altered glass surfaces after the continuous and swap tests are
shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The Raman band assignments are summarized
in Table 3. The Raman spectrum from NBS glass after the continuous test (Figure 9a) is
dominated by a sharp peak at 1085 cm-1 which is attributed to 1(CO3)2- symmetric
stretching mode in calcite. The peaks at 281 cm-1 and 713 cm-1 are associated with the
lattice vibration of Ca-O and 4(CO3)2- in-plane bending mode of calcite, respectively
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[23]. However, the peak at 667 cm-1 is absent from the Raman spectra of calcite. The
spectrum of the NBS-3P glass after the continuous test has the same intense peak at 1086
cm-1. A close look at the low frequency range reveals more peaks and the overall
spectrum is very similar to the spectrum obtained from the carbonated C-S-H phases [24].
Several peaks are associated with the vibrational modes associated with vaterite,
including those at 268 and 301 cm-1 (lattice vibrations of Ca-O), 740 and 750 cm-1
(4(CO3)2- split in-plane bending), 1075 and 1090 cm-1 ( 1(CO3)2- doublet symmetric
stretching). Although the detection of vaterite could be missed by XRD, strong Raman
vibrational bands provide unambiguous evidence for its presence. This is consistent with
reports of the formation of vaterite following the exposure of C-S-H gels to CO2 [25].
The other peaks in these spectra are associated with silicate units. The peak at 1013 cm-1
is attributed to the symmetric stretching mode of Si-O- in Q2 Si tetrahedron [19, 24, 26].
Qn notation is used to represent different silicate units, where n is the number of bridging
oxygen associated with each Si tetrahedron. The peak at 668 cm-1 is attributed to the
symmetric bending of Si-O-Si bonds between Q2 tetrahedra, and this assignment,
therefore, is used for the peak at 667 cm-1 in the spectrum of the corroded NBS glass
(Figure 9a) as well. The shoulder at 330 cm-1 is attributed to the lattice vibration of Ca-O
in C-S-H [19]. The peak near 960 cm-1 is possibly due to the Si-OH silanol groups [24].
The Raman spectra of the surfaces of the NBS and NBS-3P glasses after the swap
test are shown in Figure 10. For the NBS glass, the spectrum of the altered surface is
similar to that from the glass prior to leaching. The band near 517 cm-1 is attributed to the
mix rocking and bending mode of Si-O-Si bonds [27, 28]. The peak at 630 cm-1 is
associated with vibrations of tetrahedral boron units bonded to silica tetrahedra [29]. The
shoulder at 950 cm-1 and the peak at 1090 cm-1 are associated with Q2 and Q3 symmetric
stretching modes, respectively [27, 28]. The Raman spectrum of the NBS-3P glass after
the swap test contains four intense peaks which can be straightforwardly associated with
the four frequencies of crystalline HAp. A single, intense peak at 961 cm-1 arises from
the 1 symmetric stretching of P-O bonds. Peaks at 1030, 1047 and 1072 cm-1 originate
from 3 triplet asymmetric P-O stretching. Frequency range of 400-490 cm-1 and 570-625
cm-1 are associated with the doubly and triply degenerate O-P-O bending modes,
respectively [30]. Additionally, a sharp peak at 3571 cm-1 is detected (shown in the inset
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in Figure 10b) and it is associated with the stretching mode of OH-. Detection of this peak
indicates well-crystallized HAp since it is very difficult to detect this mode above the
background noise in poorly-crystallized sample [30].
4. Discussion
4.1. Glass dissolution in pure KOH and Ca-saturated KOH solutions: Calcium act as
an inhibitor to alkaline attack on borosilicate glass and effect of P2O5
The dissolution of borosilicate glasses under high pH conditions are driven by
hydrolysis reaction of glass network with water. Due to high solubility of silicate anions
in high pH solution and catalytic effects of OH-, ion exchange is rapidly replaced by
network hydrolysis and the glass dissolves congruently, following reaction-controlled
kinetics (mass loss increasing linearly with time). The dissolution of both NBS and NBS3P in Ca-free alkaline solution (Figure 1) shows a typical alkaline attack behavior on
borosilicate glasses, as discussed above. When Ca2+ ions are introduced into the solution,
the dissolution rate is drastically reduced by a factor of 10, compared to it is in pure
alkaline solution (Figure 2). In addition, B and Si is largely retained in the corrosion
products (secondary phase), indicated by low NL(B) and NL(Si) compared to NL(Na)
(Figure 2a). The inhibition effects of Ca observed here are consistent with several studies
[7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 31-33]. And it is believed that, the drop in dissolution rate in Cacontaining solution is attributed to a protective film of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H)
formed on glass surface as a result of Ca-Si interactions at the glass/water interphase.
In this study, a layer of film is formed and coats the entire surface after immersion
in Ca-saturated alkaline solution. SEM and EDS results show that the film is very dense
and consists a lathe-like phase that are rich in Si and Ca (Figure 4a and c). The
morphology of the phase resembles what is observed on the surface of silica glass after
immersion in Ca(OH)2 solution [34] and silicate rock after immersion in cement pore
fluids [12]. Moreover, the lathe-like morphology is very close to the platy Type II C-S-H
gel on the fracture surfaces of Portland cement paste hardened for 7 days [35]. Therefore,
this film, most likely C-S-H gel, is responsible for the inhibition of glass dissolution in
Ca-containing solutions.
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SEM on glass immersion for short term (Figures 6 and 7) reveals that Ca-P rich
grains form on NBS-3P surface initially after 2 days and then the lathe-like film gradually
form and incorporate the grains into the film, leading to absence of these grains on glass
surface after 27 days. The earlier occurrence of Ca-P grains than C-S-H film is possibly
due to the reaction between the leached PO43- and the Ca2+ and its stronger affinity (i.e.
smaller solubility product, pKsp at 25 °C = 58.33, [36]) compared to that of C-S-H.
However, due to Si abundance in glass composition, Ca-Si reaction dominates at
glass/water interface and thereby C-S-H gel is still the primary corrosion products. The
growth of initial Ca-P grains are restrained by limited PO43- flow due to the passivating
C-S-H gel. Therefore, the effect of P2O5 does not adversely influence the C-S-H
formation and thereby the inhibition effect on glass dissolution.
4.2. Glass dissolution in swap test: Solubility of C-S-H phase
For NBS glass, when Ca2+ is removed from the solution the mass loss starts to
increase rapidly. Both SEM and Raman results (Figure 4b and Figure 10a) indicate that
the Ca-rich layer (C-S-H) formed in Ca-containing solution dissolves and the glass
exposes as a result. The dissolving of the C-S-H phase is consistent with the detected
Ca2+ concentration in the solution after swap which should have no calcium. The C-S-H
dissolves because the Ca-free solution now is undersaturated with respect to the C-S-H
and therefore ions are released into solution. Depierre et al. studied dissolution of
borosilicate glass particles in portlandite-saturated solution (pH50°C=11.6, [Ca2+]=12.8
mmol/L). They observed that the Ca concentration decreases sharply due to formation of
secondary C-S-H phase and remain constant at about 0.38 mmol/L after two weeks [16],
which appear to reach equilibrium with the precipitated C-S-H phase. Unfortunately, the
solubility of the C-S-H formed specifically in our condition is not found in the literature.
However, the re-dissolution of the C-S-H layer in the Ca-free solution demonstrates that
Ca concentration in solution is very important to the stability of the C-S-H gel and
therefore its protection on glass leaching.
For NBS-3P glass, the mass loss behaves similar to what is observed in NBS
glass. The microstructure of the glass surface shows a layer consisting aggregation of
grains, different than the lathe-like film observed in continuous test (Figure 4f). Raman
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and XRD, together, determine the layer is a crystalline HAp phase. The Ca
concentrations measured in these samples after the swap reveal an initial Ca presence, but
decreases gradually with time. It indicates that the C-S-H phase formed before the swap
is dissolved into solution due to undersaturation, exposing the embedded Ca-P grains to
water. These grains resume growth by continuous reaction of PO43- with Ca2+ and
ultimately form HAp crystals. Although the glass surfaces are coated with HAp film,
apparently the film does not inhibit the glass dissolution as C-S-H gel layer, most likely
due to the difference in the morphology and the crystallinity of the film.
4.3. Structural characterization of C-S-H phase
C-S-H phase formed as corrosion products is characterized by XRD and Raman
spectroscopy in the present study. XRD on glass surfaces after Ca-saturated alkaline
solution continuous test shows dominant crystalline calcite and some vaterite phase on
NBS-3P (Figure 8). In addition to calcite and vaterite, Raman spectra provide evidence
for the C-S-H phase. Peaks at 669 and 1013 cm-1 (Figure 9b) which are associated with
Q2 silicate units, indicate that C-S-H consist silicate chains bonded through Ca2+. The
similarity between the Raman spectra observed here and the spectra obtained from
carbonated C-S-H phase [24] leads to a conclusion that the C-S-H phase formed during
glass dissolution react with CO2 in atmosphere and/or in water. Studies have shown that,
upon exposure to CO2, the silicate anions in the C-S-H polymerizes as a result of
carbonation and decalcification, and can form calcite and silica gel ultimately [24, 37].
Black et al. studied the structural features of C-S-H during carbonation. They reported an
immediate growth at ~1080 cm-1 in the spectra of C-S-H aged in air for 1 hr. Moreover,
they observed the symmetric stretching band attributed to Q1 (dimeric or chain ends)
diminished in intensity and shifted from 890 to 875 cm-1 in the spectra of C-S-H aged for
40 hr compared to the spectra of fresh C-S-H. Simultaneously, a shift in the Q2
symmetric bending band from 670 to 667 cm-1 and a shift in the Q2 stretching band from
1022 to 1015 cm-1 were observed as well. Therefore, the peak at 669 cm-1 observed in our
study (Figure 9a and b) could be shifted from 670 cm-1 due to carbonation. And the fresh
C-S-H formed in the glass/Ca-solution reaction should consist shorter chains and even
dimeric species (i.e. more Q1 units).
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It is the first time that Raman spectroscopy is used and successfully identified CS-H phase that are formed as glass corrosion product. The vibrational bands provide
information on short-range structure, especially the silicate moieties, which has not been
characterized before using other techniques (e.g. SIMS, EDS, AES, XPS) [13, 16, 31]. In
fact, cement literature have extensive data on C-S-H that are formed during hydration of
cement. Based on 29Si NMR and Raman spectroscopy in the cement literature, the silicate
moieties are strongly dependent on Ca/Si ratio. As Ca/Si ratio increases, silicate anions in
C-S-H change from Q3, Q4 to Q1 and Q2. C-S-H with Ca/Si >1 consists predominantly Q1
and Q2, i.e. a mixture of dimers and shorter chains of silica tetrahedra [19, 38]. Ca/Si
ratio observed here is approximately between 1.6 and 2, consistent with the silicate
moieties suggested by Raman spectra. It is noted that no monomer units (Q0) is detected
in C-S-H by NMR or Raman. Stade and Wieker found that C-S-H (Ca/Si=1.3)
precipitated at 0°C consist primarily of monomer which quickly condensed to dimer (Q1)
with less Q2 units forming with time [39]. Therefore, presence of Q0 units could be
possible, but only transient, during the formation of C-S-H.

4.4. Protection mechanism of C-S-H phase on glass dissolution
The mechanism of glass dissolution in Ca-containing alkaline solution is
summarized graphically in Figure 11. Several stages are involved, including initial
dissolution, C-S-H formation, C-S-H film growth, carbonation and decalcification. Here
we postulate that a transient initial dissolution of glass produces Q0 species by OH- attack
to the silicate network at the surface. Then, once the solution become saturated with
respect to C-S-H, these monomer species quickly condense to form Q2 chains bonded
with Ca2+ ions. Another possible mechanism for C-S-H formation is that Ca2+ is adsorbed
into the silica-rich hydrated surface layer where the Ca-Si reactivity results in the
formation of the C-S-H gel, suggested by Chave et al. [31] and Depierre et al.[16]. The
C-S-H gel layer firstly forms as isolated islands and then grows into a continuous layer
that coats the glass they are in contact with. Then the CO2, either dissolved in water or in
atmosphere, will react with C-S-H gel layer and form calcite crystals. Due to the
carbonation, C-S-H is polymerized, condensing Q1 dimer species and Q2 chains to form
longer silicate chains.
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The properties and morphologies of the gel layer is the key to protect the glass
from corrosion. C-S-H is known as the main hydration product of Portland cement and it
also acts as a bonding phase to bond the cement particles as a whole. Jennings proposed a
structural model of C-S-H based on specific surface area reported in the literature. The
model postulates that the basic building block of 2 nm size pack to form globules, which
in turn pack together to form low density and high density C-S-H, that have the gel
porosity of 37% and 24%, respectively [40]. The passivating effect of the C-S-H gel layer
arises from these nano-sized pores and micron-sized lathe-like layers that hinder the
transportation of the reactants. Whereas corrosion products like crystalline HAp layer,
form as discrete crystals, do not contribute much to passivating the glass surface.
In addition, the kinetics of C-S-H formation is very important to the properties of
the passivating layer. The rate at which Si is leached from the glass (Si flow, DRSi) is the
rate limiting reaction step in the formation of C-S-H, because Ca is usually abundant in
the solution. When Si flow is so high that the reaction with Ca leads to extensive
corrosion products of C-S-H and the glass dissolution is accelerated. Depierre et al.
reported glass dissolved in Ca-containing high pH solution and at high reaction progress
dissolves much faster than in Ca-free solution. They found that the leached Si flow is
such that the solution is quickly supersaturated with respect to C-S-H. The extensively
precipitates are agglomerated on glass surfaces with no inhibition effects. In addition,
these precipitates consume Si, keeping the Si level in solution low, which drive the glass
to dissolve continuously [16]. Therefore, DRSi is essential to the C-S-H properties.
Factors that affect DRSi or the intrinsic glass dissolution rate, such as glass composition,
temperature, pH, SA/V, will influence the properties of C-S-H layer. Therefore, the effect
of Ca on glass dissolution depends on the specific condition.
5. Conclusion
Calcium in solution plays an important role in glass dissolution. In this study, Ca
inhibits the alkali attack to borosilicate glass in cement pore fluid by forming a lathe-like,
passivating layer of C-S-H gel. In the swap test, the C-S-H gel re-dissolves when Ca ions
are removed from the solution due to undersaturation, leading to rapid glass dissolution.
When the glass is doped with P2O5, the PO43- leached from the glass reacts with Ca to
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form HAp. This reaction is thermodynamically favorable over Ca-Si reaction but
kinetically restrained by lack of P flow due to passivating C-S-H gel. Overall, P2O5
addition in glass does not affect the Ca inhibition effect in our condition. The HAp layer
formed in the swap test does not protect the glass from dissolution.
The structure of the C-S-H (Ca/Si= 1.6 ~2) formed as glass corrosion product is
firstly characterized by Raman spectroscopy, revealing primary Q2 silicate chains. The
reaction of CO2 with C-S-H leads to polymerization of silicate units, producing longer
chains. The properties of C-S-H rely on its formation kinetics which is controlled by Si
flow from the glass. Therefore, factors that affect the Si flow or intrinsic glass dissolution
rate will influence the effect of Ca on glass dissolution.
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Table 1. Nominal and analyzed compositions of xP2O5-(100-x) (Na2O·B2O3·2SiO2)
glasses.
Glasses

x

Nominal (mol%)
Na2O B2O3 SiO2 P2O5
NBS
x=0 25.0 25.0 50.0
NBS-3P x=3 24.3 24.3 48.4 3.0

Analyzed (mol%)
Na2O
B2O3
SiO2
P2O5
23.8±0.3 23.8±0.2 52.4±0.4
0.0
23.5±1.1 24.0±1.0 49.7±1.9 2.8±0.2

Table 2. Experimental conditions, slashes indicate Ca concentration before and after the
solution swap.
Experimental Temp KOH
CaCl2 Ca2+ content pH40°C Solution
set
°C
mmol/L mmol/L
ppm
Swap
KOH
40
130
4.0
0
12.99
N
KOH-Ca
40
130
4.0
130
12.21
N
KOH-Ca(s)
40
130
4.0/0
130/0
12.07
Y

Table 3. Frequency and assignments for peaks observed for different phases in Raman spectra of NBS and NBS-3P after continuous
(KOH-Ca) and swap (KOH-Ca(s)) tests, respectively.
Phases
Calcium
carbonate

Sample
NBS_KOH-Ca
NBS-3P_KOH-Ca

Frequencies (cm-1)
268, 301
281
740, 750
713
1075, 1090
1086

Assignment
lattice vibrations Ca-O in vaterite [23,24]
lattice vibrations Ca-O in calcite [23,24]
4(CO3) split in-plane bending in vaterite [23,24]
4(CO3) split in-plane bending in calcite [23,24]
doublet symmetric stretching 1(CO3) in vaterite [23,24]
symmetric stretching 1(CO3) in calcite [23]

C-S-H

NBS_KOH-Ca
NBS-3P_KOH-Ca

330
668
960
1010

lattice vibrations Ca-O in C-S-H [19, 24, 26]
symmetric bending of Si-O-Si in Q2 Si tetrahedra [19, 26]
possibly Si-OH silanol groups [24]
symmetric stretching of Q2 Si tetrahedra [19,24,26]

Hydroxylapatite

NBS-3P_KOH-Ca(s)

431, 446
580, 590, 607
961
1030,1047, 1072

2 doubly degenerate O-P-O bending modes [30]
4 triply degenerate O-P-O bending modes [30]
1 symmetric stretching of the P-O bonds [30]
3 triply degenerate asymmetric P-O stretching [30]

Silicate

NBS_KOH-Ca(s)

517
629
950
1090

mix rocking and bending modes of Si-O-Si [27,28]
tetrahedral boron units bonded to silica tetrahedra [29]
stretching of Si-O in Q2 tetrahedra [27,28]
stretching of Si-O in Q3 tetrahedra [27,28]
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Figure 1. Normalized mass loss versus time in Ca-free (KOH) and Ca-saturated (KOHCa) alkaline solutions for NBS (a) and NBS-3P(b), respectively. NL(B) data are used for
KOH-Ca test.
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Figure 2. Normalized mass loss of the released ions from the glass as a function of
immersion time for NBS in continuous test, KOH-Ca (a) and NBS-3P in swap test, KOHCa(s) (b). The missing symbols for Si, B and P at short time are because their
concentrations are below the detection limit.
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Figure 3. Normalized mass loss of Na and concentrations of Ca2+ ions as a function of time in continuous and swap tests at 40 °C: (a)
NBS; (b) NBS-3P. To indicate the swap condition, the Ca2+ concentration in control solution is inserted as dashed lines in the NL (Na)
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plot. Solid lines connecting the data are guides for the eye.
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Figure 4. Microstructures of glass surface on NBS and NBS-3P in continuous, KOH-Ca
and swap, KOH-Ca(s) tests after dissolution for 27 days. (a) NBS_KOH-Ca, (b) NBS_
KOH-Ca(s), (e) NBS-3P_ KOH-Ca, (f) NBS-3P_ KOH-Ca(s). (c,d,g,h) are EDS analysis
on glass surface on boxes indicated in the SEM images.
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Figure 4. Microstructures of glass surface on NBS and NBS-3P in continuous, KOH-Ca
and swap, KOH-Ca(s) tests after dissolution for 27 days. (a) NBS_KOH-Ca, (b) NBS_
KOH-Ca(s), (e) NBS-3P_ KOH-Ca, (f) NBS-3P_ KOH-Ca(s). (c,d,g,h) are EDS analysis
on glass surface on boxes indicated in the SEM images (cont.).
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Figure 5. Crystal phases observed on glass surface of NBS-3P in continuous test for 27
days, alone with the EDS result.
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Figure 6. Microstructures of glass surface in Ca-saturated KOH test for short term: NBS
(a) 2d, (b) 5d; NBS-3P, (c) 2d, (d) 5d.
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Figure 7. EDS mapping of glass surface on NBS-3P corroded in Ca-saturated KOH test for 5 days.
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Figure 8. X-ray diffraction on altered glass surfaces after continuous (a) and swap (b)
tests for NBS and NBS-3P glasses.
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Figure 9. Raman spectra of glass surfaces after continuous test for NBS (a) and NBS-3P
(b), respectively.
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Figure 10. Raman spectra of glass surfaces after swap test for NBS (a) and NBS-3P (b),
respectively.
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ABSTRACT
The corrosion resistance of enamel-coated reinforcing steel in simulated cement
pore water (Lawrence solution) with and without chlorides was examined using linear
polarization, potentiodynamic scanning and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. A
phosphate-doped enamel (7P) reacted in the Lawrence solution to produce crystalline
hydroxyapatite (HA) precipitates that accumulate with time, covering defects in the
enamel. Impedance spectroscopy reveals that these reactions suppress active corrosion by
hindering the transport of corrosive species. Evidence for pitting corrosion exists in the
impedance spectra for steel samples with damaged commercial enamel coatings
immersed in Lawrence solution with 0.5 M Cl-, but not for coatings based on mixtures of
the commercial enamel and the phosphate-doped glass. It appears that Cl- ions are
incorporated in the HA layer that forms on the enamel surface, preventing them from
affecting the passive film on the underlying steel. This improved corrosion resistance
may be temporary, however, because of the formation of Cl- gradient that develops from
this incorporation.
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1. Introduction
Reinforcing steel is stable against corrosion in the alkaline (pH= 12.5-13.5) [1]
environment of a concrete structure because of the presence of a passivation layer, Fe3O4
and /or Fe2O3 [2], or -FeOOH [3], on the steel. The layer stability depends on the
oxygen activity and on the pH of the interstitial solution in the steel/concrete interface
[4]. Steel in reinforced concrete (RC) structures in marine environments or exposed to deicing salts (NaCl, CaCl2 and MgCl2) are susceptible to localized corrosion because
chloride ions can degrade the passivating layer. Pou et al. [5] suggested that the absorbed
Cl- ions displace water molecules or OH-, resulting in the formation of soluble iron
complexes. The solubility of these products release chlorides, making them available for
continuous reaction with the iron and finally leads to the breakdown of the passive film.
Pitting corrosion occurs when the chloride level at the steel/concrete interface exceeds the
chloride threshold (Cth) [6]. Since corrosion products (iron oxides and hydroxides)
occupy volumes several times larger than that of the original iron [7], their accumulation
leads to internal stresses that will crack and spall the concrete cover, leading to the
possible collapse of the RC structure.
Epoxy coatings have been used to protect the reinforcing steel from corrosion.
The coating has a low permeability to Cl- and acts as a barrier to isolate the underneath
steel from the corrosive species. Damaged epoxy coatings lead to initial corrosion of the
exposed steel and the corrosion front proceeds along the bar under the coating [8].
Enamel coatings are commonly used to protect steel for a variety of commercial
and industrial products [9], and have recently been used to improve the corrosion
resistance of reinforcing steel [10] [11]. For example, an enamel-coated rebar has a
corrosion current density that is 20 times lower than does an uncoated rebar after
immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution for 173 days [12]. The corrosion resistance of
enamel-coated steel is inferior to that of intact epoxy-coated steel due to the presence of
pores in the enamel. However, intentionally damaged epoxy coatings exhibit underfilm
corrosion whereas corrosion remains localized at the damaged area of enamel coatings
[10, 13]. Enamel coatings modified with calcium silicate particles exhibited stronger
bonds between the coated steel and surrounding concrete [14], however its corrosion
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resistance was worse than the pure enamel due to the channels formed through the
coating when calcium silicate particles were incorporated into the enamel [10, 11, 13].
Apparently, the presence of defects is fatal to the protection function of coatings
and defects are almost inevitable in practice. As a result, “Smart” self-healing coatings
have been developed that incorporate structures (nanocontainers, capsules, reservoirs,
etc) that can be filled with corrosion inhibitors which are released when the coating is
damaged [15-17]. Zheludkevich et al. [16] developed an experimental protocol using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to characterize the self-healing behavior
of an aluminium alloy coated with inhibitor-loaded hybrid sol-gel film. They reported an
increase in low frequency impedance of a defective coating during immersion in NaCl
solution, indicating suppression of active corrosion processes and healing of the corroded
areas. However, the inhibitor-containing reservoir may affect negatively the coating
properties (adhesion, wear and abrasion resistance) and the healing efficiency varies with
temperature due to freezing or evaporation of the liquid inhibitor [18]. Studies of selfhealing ceramic coatings have not been reported, to the knowledge of the authors. The
brittle nature of ceramic coatings makes them highly susceptible to impact damage, and
so these coatings are less favorable for reinforcing steel. Enamel coatings with selfhealing property are highly preferred.
In the present study, the objective is to characterize an enamel coating on
reinforcing steel designed to react in an alkaline environment in such a way to enhance
the corrosion protection of the steel. The corrosion behavior of steel with damaged
enamel coatings in simulated cement pore water, with and without chlorides, is evaluated.
2. Experimental Procedures
2.1. Glass preparation
A commercially-available borosilicate enamel (PEMCO International, designated
the “black enamel”) used previously to coat the reinforcing steel [10, 19] was used as the
baseline coating in this study. Two sodium borosilicate glasses, a phosphate-free base
glass (0P glass) and a glass doped with 7 mol% P2O5 (7P glass) were also prepared with
the compositions shown in Table 1. The glasses were prepared using reagent grade
chemicals, including Na2CO3 (98%, Alfa Aesar), H3BO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar), SiO2
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(99.5%, Alfa Aesar) and (NaPO3)n (96%, Aldrich). Batches were melted in an alumina
crucible for 1 hr at 1200 °C and then the melts were quenched in a steel mold. The
resulting glasses were annealed at around 530 °C for 3 hr.
2.2. Enameled samples
Commercial rebar samples (compositions in Table 2 [10]) were sliced to produce
discs 1.7 cm in diameter and 5 mm thick. Disc surfaces were ground using 600 grit SiC
paper, ultrasonically cleaned with distilled water and ethanol, and then dried in air in a
60°C oven. About 20 grams of glasses particles (<m) were suspended in 150 ml of
ethanol by continuous stirring and the discs were immersed into the suspension using a
copper wire basket. When stirring was stopped, glass particles settled on the surface of
the disc to form uniform layers initially about 300 m thick.
The discs with deposited glass powders were first dried in air for 30 min and then
were heated in air at 10 °C/min to 200°C and held for 1 hr to remove the ethanol. The
samples were then heated at 40 °C/min to 800°C and held for 10 min, then cooled in air
to room temperature. Figure 1 shows examples of coated samples before and after firing.
Black enamel frits were mixed with 7P glass powders (~38 m) in a weight ratio of 6:4
and these mixed samples (B-7P) were deposited on steel discs using the same techniques
described above.
Coatings were intentionally damaged using a precision mill (5400-CNC, Sherline)
with 1/16 inch drill bit to produce defects with diameters in the range of 620-950 m.
2.3. Immersion tests
The coated steel discs were masked by marine epoxy (Loctite) to expose 1 cm x 1
cm area of the coating (containing the defect) to the solution. An insulated copper wire
was attached to the sample in order to provide electrical contact to the instrument probe.
Lawrence solution (LS) was used to simulate the cement pore water [20] and was
prepared by dissolving reagent grade chemicals KOH (85%, Alfa Aesar), anhydrous
NaOH (97%, Alfa Aesar) and Ca(OH)2 (95%, Alfa Aesar) in deionized water. The
composition of LS is shown in Table 3. NaCl (Fisher Scientific, 99.8%) was added to
Lawrence solutions with the concentrations of Cl- ions of 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 5 mol/L
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(NaCl saturated). Four disc samples coated with the black enamel and with the B-7P
enamel, respectively, were immersed in LS for 7 days, then were removed from the
solution and placed into LS with 0.01 M Cl- for three days, followed by immersion in LS
with a higher lever Cl- for three days, and so on. The total immersion time is 22 days.
Through the course of the immersion test, the container is capped to avoid dissolving
CO2 from the atmosphere. Electrochemical tests were performed in-situ in the solution
before the sample was removed to the next solution.
Powders (100 mg) of black enamel, and the 0P and 7P glasses were immersed in
50 ml of LS with different levels of NaCl for two days at 60 °C. At the conclusion of this
test, the reacted glass powders were filtered from the solution, rinsed with deionized
water and ethanol and then dried to be analyzed.
2.4. Materials characterization
Dilatometry (Orton, model 1600D) was performed on glasses and the steel
samples (25 mm long) at a heating rate of 10 °C/min in air. The coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) was determined from the slope of the linear dimensional changes
between 100 and 350 °C.
Coated samples were examined after corrosion tests using optical microscope
(KH-8700, Hirox). Reacted glass particles were characterized by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The FTIR spectra (NEXUS
670, Thermo Nicolet) were collected on 2 mg of reacted particles that were ground into
fine powders, mixed with 198 mg of KBr, and pressed into pellets for transmission
experiments (400-4000 cm-1, resolution 8 cm-1). X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained
using a Philips X’pert multipurpose diffractometer with PIXcel detector, with Cu K
radiation. The measurement was in reflection -geometry over the range 6-70° 2 with
a step size 0.02° 2.
2.5. Electrochemical tests
Linear polarization (LP), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and
potentiodynamic polarization (PD) were used to characterize the corrosion resistance of
the coated steel. A typical three-electrode set-up was used, including a 25.4 mm x 25.4
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mm x 0.254 mm platinum sheet as the counter electrode, a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) as the reference electrode and the testing sample as the working electrode. The
three electrodes were connected to a potentiostat (Reference 600, Gamry) for data
acquisition. Open circuit potentials (EOCP) were stabilized for 2500 seconds immediately
after the sample was immersed in the electrolyte. LP measurements were performed at a
scan rate of 0.15 mV/s and the polarization range of ±14 mV vs. EOCP. The polarization
resistance, Rp, is equal to the slope of the polarization curve, calculated using Eq. 1:

𝑅𝑝 =

∆𝑉
∆𝑖

(1)

where ∆V and ∆I represent the difference of applied potential on coated steel sample and
the corresponding current density, respectively. EIS was conducted at ten points per
decade around EOCP with a sinusoidal potential wave of 10 mV in amplitude and
frequency ranging from 0.01 Hz to 105 Hz. PD was performed in the potential range from
300 mV below EOCP to 1500 mV above EOCP at a scanning rate of 1 mV/s. LP and EIS are
non-destructive tests and thus were periodically performed on samples to monitor the
corrosion. PD tests were performed after terminating the immersion test since it is
destructive to the sample.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Properties of enamel coatings
The 0P glass is transparent and the 7P glass is opalescent because of phase
separation; both are X-ray amorphous, as is the black enamel. Figure 2 shows the
dilatometric curves of the steel and three enamel samples (black enamel, 0P and 7P
glass). The dilatometric softening temperature is indicated as the temperature
corresponding to the expansion maximum. The glass transition temperature (Tg),
dilatometric softening temperature (Ts) and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
obtained from these analysis are shown in Table 4. Enamel coatings are generally
designed to have a slightly lower CTE than that of the substrate metal in order to generate
compressive stresses in the glass upon cooling.
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The glass transition (Tg) and dilatometric softening temperatures (Ts) are related
to the temperatures at which glass particles will fuse and flow to produce a uniform
coating. The model glasses (0P and 7P) are more refractory than the black enamel, but
still adequately flow at the firing temperature (800°C) used here.
3.2. Reactions between glass powders and Lawrence solution
Immersion of 7P glass powders in LS and Cl-containing LS produces extensive
reaction products, but no obvious reactions occurred with black enamel and 0P glass
powders. Figure 3 shows the XRD and FTIR spectra of reacted 7P glass powders after
immersion for seven days in LS with increasing level of NaCl contents. The XRD
patterns (Figure 3a) show that crystalline hydroxyapatite (HA) has formed. A shift
towards lower 2angles of the main peak at 31.8° is observed for samples formed in Clcontaining LS, revealing the substitution of chlorine in the HA lattice [21]. The FTIR
spectra (Figure 3b) are dominated by the vibrational modes of the PO4 group at 472, 565,
606, 962 and 1034-1095 cm-1, consistent with the formation of apatite phases [21]. The
shoulder at 630 cm-1 and the peak at 3570 cm-1 in the spectra are associated with the
vibration of OH- group in HA [21] and the broad band ranging from 3000-3600 cm-1 is
attributed to the presence of adsorbed water. It is noteworthy that the intensity of peak at
3570 cm-1 decreases relative to other peaks with increasing Cl content, indicating partial
replacement of OH- group with substituted chloride ions, consistent with the literature for
the formation of hydroxyl-chlorapatite solid solutions [21].
The formation of HA arises from the reaction of the PO43- anions released from
the 7P glass with Ca2+ ions in the alkaline solution:
10𝐶𝑎2+ + 6𝑃𝑂43− + 2𝑂𝐻 − = 𝐶𝑎10 (𝑃𝑂4 )6 (𝑂𝐻)2
Since the apatite crystal structure readily accepts a wide variety of substitutions (anions
and cations) [22], the increasing concentration of Cl- anions in the Lawrence solution
tends to replace the OH- group in the HA phase to form Ca10(PO4)6(OHx, Cl(1-x))2.
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3.3. EIS characterization of intact enamel coating
Figure 4 shows the EIS Bode plots for 0P and 7P coated samples. The |Z|
responses are characterized by a straight line with slopes through the frequency range 105
to 10 Hz of -0.96 and -0.94 for 0P and 7P, respectively. In the same frequency range, the
phase angle responses demonstrate an angle near 90°, revealing a purely capacitive
behavior of the glass coatings [23, 24]. The capacitance values associated with these
coatings are determined from:

𝐶=

1
2𝜋𝑓𝑖 𝑟𝑖

(2)

where fi and ri are coordinates of any point on Bode modulus line [25, 23]. When the
slope is -1, capacitance obtained is the same irrespective of which point it is calculated.
Whereas, when the slope slightly differs from -1, the capacitance value obtained may
vary with frequency. Capacitances determined from three frequencies (10, 102 and 103
Hz) on 0P and 7P Bode plots are shown in Table 5. Capacitance values are on the order
of 10-10 Fcm-2, typical of electrically insulating coatings. The Bode plots of 0P and 7P
coated samples have similar features to those previously reported for enameled steel [10].
In the lower frequency range (10-2~10 Hz), a horizontal section was observed on the |Z|
plot of 7P coated sample, indicating resistive control of the response that is associated
with the steel substrate exposed to the electrolyte due to pores and defects in the coating.
3.4. Corrosion of damaged 0P vs. 7P coatings in simulated cement pore water
Figure 5 shows the optical images of intentionally damaged 0P and 7P coatings
before and after immersion for three days in LS. The substrate steel is exposed at the
damaged area for both coatings before immersion. The defect on the 7P enamel was
covered by a layer of white reaction product after immersion; the defect on 0P enamel
does not change. The analysis of the reaction product on the 7P samples reveals
crystalline HA, similar to what was found in the analyses of the reacted glass particles.
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3.4.1. EIS tests
The coated samples with intentional defects were removed from LS was every 24
hrs and were tested in 3.5 wt % NaCl solution using EIS. Figures 6 and 7 show the Bode
and Nyquist plots, respectively, of the damaged coatings after different immersion times
in LS. The response of both defective coatings differs drastically than what was observed
for the intact coatings. The impedance modulus of as damaged 0P enamel characterizes a
slope of -0.69 followed by a horizontal section which indicates a resistive behavior under
charge transfer control, and the |Z|10mHz reaches a value of 105 Ω, five orders of
magnitude lower than that of the intact 0P coating. The Bode phase curve of the damaged
0P enamel has a wide maximum around 10 Hz and the Nyquist response is characterized
by a capacitive semi-circle, indicating a single time constant. Both Bode and Nyquist
curves of the damaged 0P coating do not change with increasing immersion time in
Lawrence solution. The impedance response of damaged 7P enamel is very similar to the
damaged 0P enamel. The |Z|10mHz value, however, increased to 106 Ω and the Bode phase
maximum shifts to lower frequency near 1 Hz (Figure 6b) after immersion in Lawrence
solution for three days. Correspondingly, the radius of the semi-circle in the Nyquist
curve increases with increasing immersion time (Figure 7b), an indication of self-healing.
Theoretically, the Nyquist plot for a damaged coating should exhibit two
responses, a high frequency response due to the parallel arrangement of coating
capacitance (Cc) and pore solution resistance in the coating (Rpo), and a lower frequency
response due to the corrosion cell (RctCdl) formed at the base of the defect. The equivalent
electrical circuit (EEC) widely used to characterize similar systems is shown in Figure 8b
[26]. Re is the resistance of the electrolyte. Rct is the charge transfer resistance and Cdl is
the capacitance of the electrochemical double layer. Correspondingly, the Bode phase
should have two maximums (fmax) indicating two time constants associated with the two
responses at high and low frequencies, respectively. However, the single semi-circle
observed in this study is also commonly observed [25, 27]. In the literature, the presence
of the phase angle maximum in the low frequency range (0.010-10 Hz) is associated with
a corrosion cell that occurs in the metallic substrate, whereas the maximum located in the
range (102-104 Hz) is related to the response of the pores and defects in the coatings [28].
The origin of a single semi-circle is often difficult to confirm, particularly when fmax
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occurs in intermediate ranges, such as what is observed in this study. It is possible to
determine the capacitance value associated with the defective coating system using the
expression by Walter [25]:

𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑓

1

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(3)

where fmax is the frequency at which the Bode phase angle reaches its maximum and rmax
is the value of impedance modulus at that corresponding frequency. This expression fits
the situation better than Eq. 1 since the slope greatly differs from -1. The obtained
capacitance values are of the order of 10-6 F cm-2 (shown in Table 6), in a range of values
associated with an electrochemical double layer. In addition, the defect size has a great
effect on the Nyquist response. Thompson et al. [26] found that when the defect size
exceeded 250 m diameter, the high frequency response associated with the dielectric
properties of the coating becomes transparent to the conventional EIS. The defect
diameter relates to the pore resistance which forces fmax to occur above the frequency
range of the instrument, according to Eq. 4 [25].
1

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑅

𝑝𝑜 𝐶𝑐

(4)

where Rpo is the pore solution resistance in the coating and Cc is the coating capacitance.
Therefore, the semi-circles observed for damaged 0P and 7P samples are associated with
the electrochemical double layer and the response is primarily dominated by the
corrosion cell formed at the metal/electrolyte interface. The equivalent circuit used to
simulate the response of the damaged coating systems contains only one time constant
(RctCdl) in series with a resister representing the resistance of the electrolyte (shown in
Figure 8c). A constant phase element (Q) is used instead of a pure capacitor to account
for the non-homogeneity of the electrode surface. The fitting of the experimental curves
with the proposed EEC models yields good results. The charge transfer resistances (Rct)
obtained are plotted against immersion time for damaged 0P and 7P enamel coatings in
Figure 9. The Rct of the damaged 0P sample does not change with time whereas the Rct of
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the damaged 7P sample increases by two orders of magnitude with immersion time. The
trends in Rct are in agreement with those for impedance modulus at low frequency and the
shift of the phase angle maximum to lower frequency (Figure 6b). The increase in the
resistance is attributed to the formation of precipitates in the damaged region, inhibiting
the transport of corrosive species to the base metal. The precipitated phases themselves
do not generate a separate time constant as a protective coating does.
3.4.2. PD tests
Figure 10 shows the potentiodynamic scanning curves of damaged 0P and 7P
samples immersed in LS for different times, along with the curve for the bare steel.
Overall, the corrosion current densities of both coated samples are about two orders of
magnitude lower than that of bare steel. Like the bare steel, the current of damaged 0P
coating increases with increasing potential in the anodic branch, irrespective to the
immersion time, indicating active corrosion behavior where visible corrosion products
form and loosely adhere to the exposed metal. On the other hand, when the damaged 7P
coated sample is immersed in LS, a primary passivation potential (Epp) is apparent, after
which the current either decrease or becomes constant over a finite potential range
(Figure 10b). The breakdown potential (Eb) after which the pitting corrosion initiates and
current increases with increasing potential is also observed. For example, the Epp is -641
mV and Eb is -92 mV for damaged 7P coatings after immersion in LS for three days; the
potential range between these two values is the passive region where little or no corrosion
occurs. It is shown that the passive region becomes wider as immersion time increases,
indicating that the HA precipitates that form during immersion act as a passive layer to
protect the steel from corrosion.
3.5. Corrosion of damaged black enamel and B-7P enamel in Cl-containing Lawrence
solution
The surface of the B-7P coated steel was covered by crystalline HA after
immersion in the Cl-containing Lawrence solutions, but no precipitation products were
observed on surfaces of samples coated by the commercial black enamel.
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3.5.1. Linear polarization test
Polarization resistance, Rp obtained from Eq. 1, can be converted to corrosion
current density through the Stern-Gary Equation [29] (Eq. 5):
(𝛽 ∙𝛽 )

1

𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = [(2.303𝑅 )] [(𝛽 𝑎+𝛽𝑐 )]
𝑝

𝑎

𝑐

(5)

where icorr is the corrosion current density in Amps/cm2, Rp is the polarization resistance
in ohm·cm2 and a and c is the anodic and cathodic Tafel slope, respectively. Rp allows
the comparison of the corrosion resistance of different coatings; greater values of Rp
indicate lower corrosion currents and so better resistance to corrosion.
Figure 11 shows the variation in the polarization resistances of intentionally
damaged samples coated with the black enamel and the B-7P enamel as a function of
immersion time and chloride contents. The Rp of the damaged back enamel coated
sample decreases with increasing chloride contents, indicating the deterioration of the
oxide passive film on the exposed steel in the damaged area. In particular, there is a
significant drop in Rp with the addition of 0.5 M Cl, indicating substantial loss of the
passivation film, likely by a pitting corrosion mechanism. The Rp of the B-7P enamel,
however, remains relatively constant at ~ 2.5*105 ohm·cm2 until the Cl concentration
reaches the saturation level of 5 M, where it decreases to ~1.0*105 ohm·cm2. This
indicates that the exposed steel remains passivated by the B-7P enamel until the highest
levels of Cl contamination.
3.5.2. EIS test
Figure 12 shows the Nyquist and Bode plots for samples with damaged black
enamel and B-7P enamel after corrosion in Lawrence solution containing various levels
of NaCl. Several trends can be observed in the electrochemical response as a function of
Cl contents. For the black enamel samples, the responses are characterized by: (1) One
semi-circle with a tail in the Nyquist plot and the semi-circle radius continuously
decreases with increasing Cl contents; (2) The |Z| at low frequency is sensitive to the Cl
content, particularly when the Cl content reaches 0.5 M, the |Z| decreases with increasing
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Cl concentration. The difference in |Z| at low frequency is about 200 kΩ between Cl-free
LS and LS with 5 M NaCl; (3) Only one time constant is present when Cl content
increases to 0.5 M, indicated by one maximum in the phase angle. A second time
constant appears when the Cl content is 1 M and 5 M. Meanwhile, the first phase angle
maximum shifts to higher frequency as Cl content in solution increases. For the damaged
B-7P enamel coated samples, there is a smaller decrease in the radius of the semi-circle
and in the low-frequency |Z| than what was found for the damaged black enamel. The
responses in the LS, 0.01 M-Cl, 0.1 M-Cl conditions are similar and the responses in 1
M-Cl and 0.5 M-Cl are similar. The second group has a smaller radius than the first
group. The low-frequency |Z| exhibits a stepwise decrease and the |Z| in 5 M-Cl condition
decreases significantly. The total loss of low-frequency |Z| is about 100kΩ for the
damaged B-7P samples, less than that for the damaged black enamel samples. One
feature that differs drastically for the B-7P enamel samples is that only one time constant
is present in the phase angle plot under all the conditions. Although the initiation of the
second maximum can be observed at 0.01 Hz, a fully resolved second time constant is
absent in the data from the most corrosive conditions.
In addition to the features of the EIS spectra, equivalent electrical circuit (EEC)
was used to interpret the responses. The corrosion of a damaged coating system is
dominated by the corrosion cell at the metal/solution interface at the damaged spot, as
discussed above. In this case, the metal becomes passivated under the alkaline condition
and the passive oxide film becomes a part of the electrical double layer at the interface.
The tails at low frequencies in the Nyquist plots after seven days immersion in LS
(Figure 12a,c) are related to diffusion control which is represented by Warburg element
(W) in series with Rct (Figure 8c). This tail is absent from the response of enamels
immersed for three days (Figure 6), perhaps because the passive film has not fully
formed. Sάnchez et al. [30] reported electrochemical evidence for passivation was found
only after steel rebar was immersed in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution for three days. The
introduction of Warburg element is believed to account for the faradaic process occurring
in the interface [31].
The second time constant observed for the black enamel samples in more
corrosive, Cl-rich solutions is associated with pitting corrosion, represented by a parallel
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arrangement of Qpit and Rpit in series with Rct in the EEC (Figure 8d). The appearance of
second time constant as the chloride content increases in solution is consistent with the
literature. Valek et al. [32] studied the inhibition activity of ascorbic acid towards
corrosion of steel in alkaline media containing chloride ions. They observed that the first
period, before the pitting appearance, is characterized by the EIS response having one
time constant, whereas, the second period, after the initiation of pitting, is characterized
by EIS spectra with two time constants. They assigned the first time constant to the
charge transfer resistance (Rct) and the interfacial capacitance (Qdl) and the second time
constant to the sum of processes occurring at the passive/pitted areas [32]. The EIS
spectra were fitted with the EEC models in Figure 8c and d and the resulting Rct is plotted
as a function of immersion time and Cl- content in Figure 13. The Rct of the damaged
black enamel coated samples decreases with increasing Cl content much more rapidly
than does the Rct of damaged B-7P enamel coated samples. The decrease in Rct with
increasing Cl content is consistent with the shift of the phase angle maximum towards
high frequency (Figure 12b and d); both are indications of decreasing corrosion resistance
(Eq. 4) and account for the decreasing |Z| at low frequency. Considering the variation of
Rp and Rct as a function of Cl content and particularly the appearance of second time
constant (Figure 12b), the threshold Cl concentration (Cth) to initiate pitting is determined
to be between 0.1 and 0.5 M for damaged black enamel coated samples and above 1 M
for the damaged B-7P enamel coated samples.
Based on the electrochemical results, the initiation of pitting corrosion is delayed
for samples coated with a mixture of the 7P glass and the black enamel, compared with
samples coated with pure black enamel. It appears that Cl- ions are incorporated into
hydroxyl-chlorapatites that forms when 7P glass reacts in Cl-doped LS, preventing the
Cl- ions from reacting with the underlying passivating film on the steel. The apatite phase
acts in a way that is similar to the Cl-binding agents, like calcium chloroaluminate [33]
which is the cement hydration products. Glass et al. [34, 35] noted that the reducing Clactivity by binding agents could induce additional diffusion of Cl into the cement over
the long term, and so the efficacy of the long term corrosion protection of the hydroxylchlorapatites phases on the reactive enamels described here needs to be studied.
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4. Conclusion
The properties of enamel coatings, with and without phosphate additions, on the
corrosion of reinforcing steel in simulated cement pore water (Lawrence solution, LS)
with and without chlorides, have been evaluated and the results are summarized as
follows:
1. The phosphate-doped glass (7P) reacts with LS to form hydroxylapatite (HA)
precipitates by releasing PO43- anions from the glass to react with Ca2+ ions in the
alkaline solution. When these reactions occur in Cl-doped LS, chloride ions are also
incorporated into the HA reaction products.
2. Intact enamel coatings exhibit capacitive electrochemical behavior, but the
electrochemical behavior of the intentionally damaged coatings is dominated by the
corrosion cell that develops in the damaged area. The low-frequency impedance of the
samples coated with the phosphate-doped enamels increases by an order of magnitude
and these samples exhibit passive behavior after immersion in LS for three days,
compared with samples coated with phosphate-free glass. This indicates that the
phosphate-doped glasses suppress active corrosion likely thought the accumulation of HA
precipitates that hinder the transport of corrosive species in the damaged region.
3. The initiation of pitting corrosion by Cl- ions in damaged regions of steel
coated with a commercial black enamel modified with 7P glass is delayed compared to
samples coated with pure black enamel. Cl- ions are immobilized by incorporation into
HA and so are not free to breakdown the passive film that forms on the exposed steel.
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Table 1. Nominal composition of sodium borosilicate glasses with and without P2O5 in
mol%.
mol%

Na2O

B2O3

SiO2

P2O5

0P

25

25

50

-

7P

23.25

23.25

46.5

7

Table 2. Chemical composition of steel rebar [11].
Element

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Mo

wt %

0.383

0.184

1.000

0.115

0.064

0.103

0.069

Element

Ni

Co

Cu

V

Sn

Fe

wt %

0.198

0.013

0.373

0.022

0.028

97.40

Table 3. Composition of Lawrence solution (LS) [19].
Conc. (mol/L)

KOH

NaOH

Ca(OH)2

CaCl2

pH at 25°C

LS

0.061

0.022

0.0065

--

12.95

Table 4. Thermal properties of steel rebar and three enamels (black enamel, 0P and 7P).
Tg (°C)

Ts (°C)

CTE (ppm)

Steel rebar

--

--

16.3

black enamel

461

521

12.9

0P

548

582

11.9

7P

490

586

13.4
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Table 5. Capacitance values obtained from EIS for steel samples coated with undamaged
enamels.
0P enamel (F cm-2)

7P enamel (F cm-2)

f = 999.9 Hz,
r = 1.81×106 Ω

8.78 × 10-11

f = 999.9 Hz,
r = 1.74×106 Ω

9.14 × 10-11

f = 100.0 Hz,
r = 1.66×107 Ω

9.61 × 10-11

f = 100.0 Hz,
r = 1.51×107 Ω

1.05 × 10-10

f = 9.9 Hz,
r = 1.41×108 Ω

1.13 × 10-10

f = 9.9 Hz,
r = 9.99×107 Ω

1.59 × 10-10

Table 6. Capacitance values obtained for steel samples coated with intentionally damaged
coatings of 0P and 7P enamels and after immersion in LS for three days.
as damaged
LS-3d
as damaged
LS-3d

fmax (Hz)
7.9
10.0
fmax (Hz)
2.0
1.0

rmax (Ω)
3000
2424
rmax (Ω)
5948
33564



0P (F cm-2)
6.72 × 10-6
6.57 × 10-6
7P (F cm-2)
1.34 × 10-5
4.74 × 10-6
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Figure 1. 0P enamel coated steel discs before (a) and after firing (b).
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Figure 2. Dilatometric curves of steel rebar and three different enamels (black enamel, 0P
and 7P glasses).
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Figure 3. XRD (a) and FTIR (b) of reaction products produced by 7P glass after
immersion in LS with increasing level of Cl-.
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Figure 4. EIS Bode plots for intact enamel coatings: (a) 0P, (b) 7P.
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(b) 0P-LS-3d

(a) 0P-as damaged

2 mm
(c) 7P-as damaged

2 mm
(d) 7P-LS-3d

2 mm

2 mm

Figure 5. Optical images of steel samples coated with 0P enamel: (a) as damaged, (b)
after immersion in LS for 3 days; with 7P enamel: (c) as damaged, (d) after immersion in
LS for 3 days, the red dashed circle indicates the defect location.
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Figure 8. Equivalent electrical circuits for corrosion of coated metal at different coating
conditions: (a) intact coating, (b) coating with small defects, (c) coatings with large
damaged area and with a passive film formed on the exposed steel, (d) localized
corrosion (pitting) in the passive film.
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Figure 9. Charge transfer resistance (Rct) of steel samples coated with damaged coatings
of 0P and 7P glasses as a function of immersion time in Lawrence solution.
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Figure 10. Potentiodynamic scanning of steel samples coated with damaged coatings of
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Figure 11. The linear polarization resistance of steel samples coated with damaged
coatings of black and B-7P enamels, as a function of immersion time and Cl- content
(blue line) in Lawrence solution. The dashed lines are guides for the eye.
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Figure 12. EIS spectra of steel samples coated with damaged coatings of black and B-7P
enamels immersed in Lawrence solution with increasing level of Cl- contents. Black
enamel: (a) Nyquist, (b) Bode plot; B-7P enamel: (c) Nyquist, (d) Bode plot.
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SECTION

3. CONCLUSION AND AFTERWORD

This section summarizes the major findings from this work and some problems
that have not been addressed in this dissertation that could be the focus of future studies.
Vitreous enamel coatings have been developed to protect reinforcing steel rebar
from corrosion in the concrete. Phosphate-doped borosilicate glasses were chosen for
these coatings. The structure and properties of these glasses, especially their interactions
with simulated cement pore water, were studied. Corrosion performance of enamelcoated reinforcing steel was investigated, revealing promising “self-healing” response
when the coatings are damaged.
Phosphates have a low solubility in the borosilicate glass and they are
incorporated in the borosilicate glass mainly as PO43-, P2O74- and borophosphate species.
The degree of silicate polymerization increases with phosphate additions and the
concentration of tetrahedral boron units decreases, because phosphate anions scavenge
the charge compensating metal cations from the borosilicate network. The presence of
Al2O3 in the glass suppresses phase separation and increases the phosphate solubility.
With the presence of Al2O3, phosphates are incorporated as aluminophosphate species,
leading to increased connectivity of phosphate units to the borosilicate network through
P-O-Al bonds.
Phosphates induce phase separation when their concentration exceeds the
solubility limit. The microstructure of the phase-separated glass includes silica-rich
droplets dispersed in a continuous borate phase. The chemical durability of phase
separated-glass in alkaline condition is significantly degraded, with the dissolution rate
increased by 10 times relative to homogeneous glasses, as a result of the less durable
continuous phase. Phosphate-induced phase separation in Al2O3-containing glasses
produces crystalline tridymite phases, most likely consists of SiO2. The properties,
including Tg, Ts, CTE and chemical durability, of homogeneous glasses do not show a
strong dependence on P2O5 content, due to the competing effects of a repolymerized
silicate network and a decreased relative fraction of tetrahedral borate units. The addition
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of alumina to the glass increases the chemical durability. The Tg, Ts and chemical
durability decrease with increasing P2O5 content, primarily because of the decreasing
concentration of tetrahedral boron units.
The dissolution rate of homogeneous phosphate-free borosilicate glasses in
alkaline solutions with Ca2+ ions is significantly lower than the rate in Ca-free solutions
because of the formation of a passivating layer of X-ray amorphous calcium silicate
hydrate (C-S-H). Phosphate-doped borosilicate glasses react in Ca-containing alkaline
solutions to form hydroxyapatite grains embedded into the C-S-H gel layer. Phaseseparated glasses, however, react very quickly and form thick layers of HAp on glass
surface.
The corrosion resistance of intentionally damaged enamel coated reinforcing steel
in simulated cement pore water (Lawrence solution, LS) with and without chlorides was
studied using a number of electrochemical tests. Phosphate-doped enamel coating form
crystalline HAp precipitates after immersion in LS, covering the defect. The low
frequency impedance increases with immersion time for the phosphate-doped coating,
indicating the suppression of active corrosion, a self-healing property attributed to the
HAp precipitates hindering the transport of corrosive species to the exposed steel. In the
chloride-containing LS, the steel coated with commercial black enamel depassivates and
exhibits pitting corrosion at the defect when the concentration of Cl- reaches 0.1~0.5 M.
The steel coated with black enamel modified with phosphate-doped glass remains
passivated until the Cl- content reaches above 1M. Hydroxyl-chlorapatite crystals
precipitate on the P-modified black enamel coating when immersed in chloridecontaining LS. Chloride ions were immobilized by the apatite phase and so were not
available to attack the passive film on the steel, therefore delaying the initiation of pitting
corrosion.
A number of issues still remain unresolved and need further investigation. For
example, the hypothesis is that the addition of alumina increases phosphate solubility in
sodium borosilicate glasses because of the formation of P-O-Al-O-Si linkages. Evidence
for the formation of P-O-Al bonds was provided in this work, but it has yet been shown
that these units are linked to the silicate glass network. The effect of alumina on the
immiscibility temperature of the phosphate-doped borosilicate glasses also needs to be
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investigated. In addition, a structural model that predicts the solubility of phosphate could
be developed if the distribution of different phosphate species and other glass forming
units is known. A quantitative model can be built based on the relative concentrations of
each individual structural unit and their field strength (or basicity), thus leading to
predictions of the solubility of P2O5 in different glass compositions.
The C-S-H gel layer characterized by Raman spectroscopy is carbonated by the
CO2 in the atmosphere. The Raman bands associated with the silicate tetrahedra are
shifted due to the carbonation. Therefore, characterization of non-carbonated C-S-H
phases on glass surfaces is needed to better understand the structure of the silicate anions
that constitute the C-S-H layer. Moreover, the inhibition of glass dissolution can be
modeled to predict the dissolution rate in Ca-containing alkaline solution based on the
intrinsic rate at which glass dissolves in solution without Ca2+ and the rate at which the
Ca-Si passive film forms; the latter is related to the release of silicate anions and the C-SH solubility.
The self-healing characteristics of phosphate-doped enamel coating still need to
be confirmed and some key information is still missing. Defect size is critical when
evaluating the corrosion resistance using electrochemical techniques. Therefore a better
control of precise defect size is needed to get more reproducible results. The long-term
stability of the hydroxy-chlorapatite phase, and its ability to provide continued corrosion
protection, is not known. Because of the Ca inhibition effect, glasses with lower
phosphate contents can be heat treated to develop the phase separation in order to release
the PO43-. The microstructure of the phosphate-doped enamel needs to be monitored as it
reacts with the solution, since pores and defects developed in the coating can degrade the
corrosion performance.
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APPENDIX
PHOSPHATE SPECIATION IN BOROSILICATE GLASSES STUDIED USING
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY AND 31P MAS NMR
INTRODUCTION
Phosphorus (P5+) is among the most important glass-forming cations in synthetic
glasses and is important minor components in natural rocks. Its high field strength makes
it interact strongly with other components in silicate melts, influencing the partition and
concentrations of many elements in coexisting melts. For silicate glasses containing
phosphorus, P does not copolymerize with the silicate portion of the glass, but rather
forms phosphate-rich regions with relatively low polymerizations mostly PO43- and
P2O74- [34-36]. P has the ability to scavenge charge balancing modifier cations from the
silicate and borate units, increasing the silicate polymerization and converting
asymmetric trigonal boron anions to tetrahedral borate units [39]. Muñoz et al. [40] used
nuclear magnetic resonance to study phosphate speciation in RNa2O ∙ B2O3 ∙ KSiO2 (0.5
< R < 2; 0.86 < K < 3) borosilicate glasses. 31P MAS NMR showed monophosphate,
diphosphate and P-O-B species (mono- and diphosphate groups with borate units as the
next nearest neighbors) were present in different amounts along the compositional range.
The proportion of the P-O-B groups increases and mono- and diphosphate species
decrease as the alkali content decreases. The incorporation of mono- and diphosphate
species increases the Tg because of the re-polymerization of the silicate network.
However, in alkali-deficient glasses, the formation of P-O-B bonds weakens the glass
network and decreased the glass transition temperature.
In the present work, the dependence of phosphate speciation on Na2O content (or
R value) in sodium borosilicate glasses and its effects on distribution of other glass
forming tetrahedra were studied.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The two base glasses with the same SiO2/B2O3 ratio (K=2) but different
Na2O/B2O3 ratio (R=0.33 and R=2) were studied. The nominal compositions of the base
glasses and phosphate-doped glasses are shown in Table 1. Phosphates were
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progressively added into the glass until visible phase separation was apparent. All glasses
were batched from reagent grade chemicals, including Na2CO3 (98%, Alfa Aesar),
H3BO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar), SiO2 (99.5%, Alfa Aesar), Al2O3 (99%, Alfa Aesar) and
(NaPO3)n (96%, Aldrich). The raw materials were thoroughly mixed for 1 h on a roller
mixer, then melted in an alumina crucible for one hour at temperatures ranging from
1200°C to 1550 ºC, depending on composition. The melts contain minor amounts of
Al2O3 transferred from the crucible. Melts were quenched in a stainless steel cylinder
mold (one inch in height and 1 cm in diameter) and the resulting glasses were annealed at
appropriate temperatures for three hours before cooling to room temperature.

Table 1. Nominal compositions of P2O5-doped sodium borosilicate glasses. Opalescent
glasses are indicated by *.
Glass

Na2O

B2O3

SiO2

P2O5

10-30-60

10

30

60

-

10-30-60-1P

9.9

29.7

59.4

1

10-30-60-2P

9.8

29.4

58.8

2

10-30-60-3P

9.7

29.1

58.2

3

10-30-60-4P*

9.6

28.8

57.6

4

40-20-40

40

20

40

-

40-20-40-1P

39.6

19.8

39.6

1

40-20-40-2P

39.2

19.6

39.2

2

40-20-40-3P

38.8

19.4

38.8

3

40-20-40-4P*

38.4

19.2

38.4

4

Micro-Raman spectra were recorded using a Horiba-Jobin Yvon LabRam
spectrometer, equipped with a 17 mW He-Ne laser. Spectra were recorded using 10x
objective lens over wavenumber ranges 150-2000 cm-1. The exposure time was 10s and
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each spectrum was accumulated 10-20 times. MAS NMR spectra were obtained using a
Bruker AV-600 spectrometer. 31P MAS NMR spectra were recorded at a frequency of
242.9 MHz and a spinning rate of 12 kHz. The applied pulse length was 2 s and 300 s
recycle delay was used. 85% H3PO4 was used as the chemical shift reference. 31P NMR
spectra were collected by extended number of scans from 32 to 192 scans. 11B MAS
NMR spectra were recorded at a frequency of 192.54 MHz and a spinning rate of 12 kHz.
The applied pulse length was 0.8 s and a 2 s recycle delay was used. H3BO3 was used as
the chemical shift reference.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. 10-30-60, R=0.33
Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of 10-30-60 glasses with increasing P2O5
contents. The Raman spectrum of the 10-30-60 base glass is similar to the spectrum of
the same nominal glass composition reported by Bunker [52]. The Raman band at 450
cm-1 is associated with mixed stretching and bending modes of Si-O-Si bridging bonds
[53] and is the most intense band in each spectrum. The band around 1100 cm-1, which is
the Si-O symmetric stretching modes of nonbridging oxygen in Q3 units, is barely
detectable, indicating almost all of the sodium ions are associated with borate units rather
than silicate units. Raman bands in the range 700-800 cm-1 are associated with sixmembered borate rings containing both trigonal (BO3) and tetrahedral (BO4) units [54].
The shoulder at 800 cm-1 is associated with vibrations of trigonal boron in boroxyl rings
[52]. The weak bands present in the range from 1300 to 1500 cm-1 are associated with
vibrations of BO3 groups [38]. The spectra of the P2O5-containing glasses are similar to
that of the base glass. Bands associated with vibrations of phosphate species are not
observed in these Raman spectra.
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of phosphate-doped 10-30-60 glasses.

Figure 2 shows the 31P NMR spectra of 10-30-60 glass with increasing P2O5
contents. The spectrum contains a broad peak centered at -15 ppm. This chemical shift is
more shielded than that of P2O74- units (~0 ppm) but less shielded than that of PO3- chains
(~-20 ppm) [34]. The smaller electronegativity of B relative to P will make the P-O bond
more covalent and make the chemical shift of 31P nucleus in PO3- sites more positive
[55]; therefore this peak is assigned to a PO3- species with one of the next nearest
neighbor P replaced by B (P-O-B sites). Muñoz et al. [40] assigned a peak centered at -15
ppm in the 31P NMR spectra of their glasses to borophosphate species. The wide
chemical shift distribution of this peak suggests that more than one type of P-O-B linkage
are present.
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Figure 2. 31P NMR spectra of phosphate-doped 10-30-60 glasses. Chemical shifts are
relative to 85% H3PO4.

Figure 3 shows the 11B NMR spectra for these glasses. The broad peak between 3
and 18 ppm is attributed to trigonal borate sites and the narrow peak at about 0 ppm is
associated with tetrahedral borate sites, in agreement with the Raman spectra in Figure 1.
The broad trigonal borate peak is associated with BO3 sites in ring and non-ring structure
[56]. It is shown that the relative concentration of BO4 sites in phosphate-doped glasses
increases slightly compared to that in base glass. The centers of both peaks appear to shift
to greater frequencies, indicating that the 11B nucleus has become more shielded. This
change in the chemical shift is related with the formation of P-O-B linkages, where the
higher electronegativity of P make the B-O bond less covalent compared to that in B-O-B
linkages.
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Figure 3. 11B NMR spectra of 10-30-60 glass with increasing amounts of P2O5.

2. 40-20-40, R=2
Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra of phosphate-doped 40-20-40 glasses. The
Raman bands at 542, 943 and 1060 cm-1 are associated with silicate species. The band at
542 cm-1 is associated with stretching modes of bridging oxygen in the silicate network
and it shifts slightly to 532 cm-1 when 3 mol% P2O5 is added into the glass, indicating
increased degree of polymerization of the silicate network. The bands at 943 cm-1 and
1060 cm-1 are associated with symmetric stretching of non-bridging oxygen in Q2 and Q3
units, respectively. Qn notation represents silicate tetrahedra with n indicating the number
of bridging oxygens associated with each Si tetrahedron. The intense band around 1460
cm-1 is assigned to BO3 groups and decreases in intensity with increasing P2O5 content.
Bands at 625 and 747 cm-1 are associated with Si-O-B(IV) and B-O-B(IV) species,
respectively. In the Raman spectra of phosphate-doped glasses, the 943 cm-1 peak in the
base glass due to silicate Q2 chains is quickly masked by the 930 cm-1 peak attributed to
the phosphate monomers [36] and the intensity of 930 cm-1 peak increases with
increasing P2O5 content. The peak at 1006 cm-1 is assigned to P2O74- sites.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of 40-20-40 glasses with increasing amounts of P2O5.

Figure 5 shows the 31P NMR spectra of phosphate-doped 40-20-40 glasses. The
intense peak at 15 ppm arises from PO43- species and the peak at around 4 ppm is
attributed to pyrophosphate species [34]. The relative intensity of the peak at 4 ppm
initially increases with increasing P2O5 content, but then decreases for the phaseseparated glass (4 mol%). It appears that when the glass phase separates, Na+ ions are
redistributed from the glass network to be incorporated into a separate sodium
orthophosphate phase.
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The 11B NMR spectra shown in Figure 6 for the phosphate-doped 40-20-40
glasses reveal the presence of both BO3 and BO4 units. The relative concentration of BO3
units decreases with increasing P2O5 content, consistent with the decreasing intensity of
the Raman peak at 1460 cm-1 (Figure 4). This indicates that asymmetric anionic BO3 sites
are converted to BO4 as a result of the scavenging of sodium cations by the phosphate
sites, as described in Eq. 1:
6 BØO22- (Na+)2 + P2O5 → 6 BØ4-(Na+)+ 2 PO43-(Na+)3

(1)
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Figure 6. 11B NMR spectra of 40-20-40 glasses with increasing amounts of P2O5.

3. The dependence of phosphate speciation on Na2O content (R value)
In the 10-30-60 glasses, all the modifying cations are associated with anionic BO4
sites as indicated by the Raman spectra in Figure 1. Phosphates are incorporated into 1030-60 glass as borophosphate species as shown in 31P NMR in Figure 2. In the 40-20-40
glasses, the abundant sodium cations are distributed among both the silicate and borate
units, creating Q2 and Q3 silicate sites and asymmetric BO3 and BO4 sites charge
balanced by the sodium ions. Phosphates form primarily orthophosphate units that
scavenge the “excess Na+” from both the borate and silicate network, resulting in an
increase in the relative concentrations of BO4 and repolymerization of the silicate
network. Phosphate speciation in alkali borosilicate glasses is dependent on the Na2O
content (or R value). In glasses with high levels of Na2O (e.g. 40-20-40), orthophosphate
species forms charge balanced by the metal cations; in glasses with low levels of Na2O
(e.g. 10-30-60), metal cations are mainly associated with anionic BO4 sites and no
“excess Na+” is available to charge compensate the phosphate species, resulting the
formation of borophosphates.
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CONCLUSION
Phosphate speciation in sodium borosilicate glasses was studied using 31P NMR
and Raman spectroscopy. Phosphate speciation is dependent on the base glass
composition, particularly the Na2O content (or R value). In glasses with high levels of
Na2O (e.g. R=2), phosphates form primarily orthophosphate anions; in glasses with low
levels of Na2O (e.g. R=0.33), borophosphate is the dominant species due to lack of
“excess Na+” that are needed to charge balance the mono- and diphosphate species.
Phosphate speciation plays a role in the glass structure, particularly in glasses with high
levels of Na2O. In these glasses, the abundant Na2O content provide “excess Na+” that
can be scavenged from the borosilicate network to charge balance the phosphate species,
resulting the repolymerization of the silicate network and conversion of BØO22 to BØ4-.
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